MESSAGE FROM OUR LEADERS

An Annual Report is always about two things – where you are, and where you’re going. The thrust of this Annual Report is where SickKids is going – what’s next.

Hence our theme: ‘Then/Now/Next’.

The last 10 years have opened up tremendous possibilities in children’s health. There have been huge advances in genetics, regenerative medicine, robotics, medical imaging, and information technology. SickKids has been part of all of them, and all of them create opportunity for SickKids. We’re on the cusp of taking on, and winning against, the greatest remaining challenges in child health. Change and growth, both inside the Hospital, and outside the walls, are necessary. Momentum is building.

As we change and grow, we will forge new partnerships. We will work with our community in new ways. But most vitally, we’ll look to our donors and partners – who make what’s extraordinary about SickKids possible.

Our donors and partners deserve our thanks for a SickKids ‘then’ that’s rich and deep: because of you, we’ve been at the forefront of child health since 1875. You deserve thanks for our ‘now’: world-leading medical expertise, delivered with compassion. And we ask you to join us in being as excited, engaged, and committed to a SickKids ‘next’, as we are.

The following pages highlight our financial reports, our boards, and our benefactors. Patient care, research and education stories paint a picture of the year’s achievements – where we are now. But as you read, we ask you to think ahead, about where our momentum will take us. SickKids will define what’s next in children’s health care.

Photo, from left to right:
Dr. Michael Apkon, President and CEO, SickKids; Rose M. Patten, Chair, SickKids Board of Trustees; Ted Garrard, President and CEO, SickKids Foundation; Kathleen Taylor, Chair, SickKids Foundation Board of Directors
Financial highlights for the year ended March 31, 2016

SickKids is committed to operational efficiency, transparency and accountability. We support evidence-based decisions to enhance our financial health, conduct business under the principle of fiscal prudence and act with integrity and good judgment when allocating resources.

The Hospital continues to maintain its financial health. Excess of revenues over expenses contribute positively to the Hospital’s net assets, which are then reserved for specific purposes or reinvested into operations and capital investments aligned with the Hospital’s strategic priorities.

To view the audited financial statements, please visit: www.sickkids.ca/AboutSickKids/annual-report/index.html
2015-16 RESEARCH INSTITUTE TOTAL REVENUES AND EXPENSES

**SOURCES OF RESEARCH INSTITUTE FUNDING**
($208.6 MILLION)
- Research Grants and Awards: 28.2%
- SickKids Foundation: 4.4%
- Indirect Cost Recoveries: 65.3%
- Technology and Licensing Income: 2.1%

**RESEARCH GRANTS AND AWARDS SOURCES OVER $1.0M**
- $32.5M Canadian Institutes of Health Research
- $21.5M Canada Foundation for Innovation
- $10.2M Genome Canada
- $9.4M Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation
- $5.6M Canada Research Chairs Secretariat – Federal Indirect Cost Program
- $3.3M Canada Research Chairs Secretariat – CRC Program
- $2.3M Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
- $2.2M Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
- $2.2M Ontario Brain Institute
- $2.1M Canadian Cancer Society
- $1.7M Ontario Institute for Cancer Research
- $1.3M JDRF Canadian Clinical Trial Network
- $1.3M Luminex Molecular Diagnostics
- $1.3M Brain Canada Foundation and the W. Garfield Weston Foundation
- $1.2M Autism Speaks
- $1.2M Brain Canada Foundation
- $1.2M Quest Diagnostics
- $1.0M University Of Michigan
- $1.0M Ontario Student Opportunity Trust Fund
- $1.0M Juvenile Diabetes Foundation International

**TOTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE EXPENDITURE**
($226.5 MILLION)
- External Grant Funded Costs: 27.8%
- Internal Costs: 72.2%

**TOTAL RESEARCH INTERNAL EXPENDITURE**
- Scientist Salaries: 17%
- PGCRL Operations: 17.8%
- Bondholder Expenses: 6.2%
- Research Operations: 4.8%
- Scientific Support: 12.1%
- Start-ups and Bridge Funding: 9.9%
- Rent, Building and Core Facilities: 15.5%
- Depreciation: 16.6%

2015-16 INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE

**HOSPITAL INVESTMENTS**
($374.1 MILLION)
- Pension Assets: 32%
- Debenture Retirement: 5%
- Donor Endowment: 28.2%
- Unrestricted Investments: 9%

**INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Investment Income ($ MILLIONS)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14/15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Investment income and realized gains only
Financial highlights for the year ended March 31, 2016

SickKids Foundation is committed to the highest standards of accountability and transparency. We were among the first nationally accredited charities under Imagine Canada’s Standards Program and have been recognized by the Canadian Professional Accountants for the quality of our financial reporting.

To view the audited financial statements, please visit:
sickkidsfoundation.com/annualreport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross fundraising program revenue and net lottery revenue</td>
<td>$137.3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total grants and charitable activity</td>
<td>$86.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising and administrative expenses</td>
<td>$39.4 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources of Revenue (in millions)**

- Events $16.1
- Corporate Partnerships $26.7
- Direct Marketing $30
- Individual Giving $60.5
- Net Lottery $2.3
- Net Parking $1.6

**Investments in Child Health**

- Research 70%
- Care 6%
- Education 6%
- International 3%
- National and Other 14%

**Total Assets (in millions)**

**Fundraising Revenue (in millions)**
Report on investments for the year ended March 31, 2016

Endowment funds at SickKids Foundation provide an important base of funding for child health initiatives at SickKids.

| Total value of endowment fund | $925.9 million |
| Rate of return for the year | (2.1) per cent |

### INVESTMENT RETURNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Year</th>
<th>3 Years</th>
<th>5 Years</th>
<th>10 Years</th>
<th>Since Inception*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annualized Rate of Return</td>
<td>(2.1%)</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile Ranking**</td>
<td>Top 60%</td>
<td>Top 67%</td>
<td>Top 34%</td>
<td>Top 1%</td>
<td>Top 1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Inception date: March 31, 1995  **versus the RBC Investor Services Endowment and Foundation plans universe

### Investment management and philosophy

The SickKids Foundation Board of Directors manages endowed funds with assistance from the Board’s Investment Committee using a long-term, value-oriented investment philosophy. The Investment Committee monitors the performance of the Investment Managers. The goal is to attain an average annual real total return (net of investment managers fees, after Consumer Price Index) of at least five per cent over a five-year period and also to be in the top 25 per cent of the RBC Investor Services survey.

### INVESTMENT ASSET MIX

- Short Term: 21%
- Bonds: 37%
- Canadian Equity: 8%
- U.S. Equity: 7%
- International Equity: 3%
- Global Equity: 23%

### ENDOWMENT OUTPACES INFLATION

INVESTMENT ASSET GROWTH SUMMARY SINCE 1995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(IN MILLIONS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opening Market Value, March 31, 1995</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>1,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants/Withdrawals</td>
<td>(1,247)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Contribution (Withdrawal)</td>
<td>(60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment returns, Realized gains and Unrealized appreciation</td>
<td>963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Return from Investments</td>
<td>963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending Market Value, March 31, 2016</td>
<td>1,051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TWIN TRANSPLANTS

Phuoc and Binh Wagner are alive and thriving today thanks to life-saving gifts and collaboration between SickKids and UHN.
TWIN GIRLS RECEIVE LIFE-SAVING LIVER TRANSPLANTS

Twins Phuoc and Binh Wagner are only five years old, but their lives are already remarkable epics of courage, compassion, and collaboration.

Adopted from a Vietnamese orphanage in 2012, the girls, malnourished and ill, joined Johanne and Michael Wagner’s large Kingston family. The twins have Alagille syndrome, a rare, life-threatening genetic condition that arises from a lack of bile ducts in the liver, leading to jaundice, poor nutrient absorption, and liver disease.

Phuoc’s successful life-saving liver transplant in February 2015 – from a liver donated by her adoptive father – was a collaboration between the SickKids Liver Transplant Program and the Living Donor Liver Transplant Program at University Health Network (UHN). The story captured international public attention and generated an outpouring of support.

In April, the two hospital teams announced they had successfully transplanted another live liver, generously offered by an anonymous donor, and saved Binh’s life.

Today, the twins are thriving, active junior kindergarten students. Their doctor, Binita Kamath, of the SickKids Transplant and Regenerative Medicine Centre, is confident they can enjoy regular childhood activities at school and play. “But a successful transplantation is not without risks to future health. Though the girls will always require continuing medical attention, we are also researching ways to improve their quality of life.”

Living donor transplants not only reduce waiting time and declining health, they offer distinct survival advantages. SickKids’ first live liver transplant was performed in 1996. Today, SickKids’ Liver Transplant Program is the largest paediatric program in Canada, annually performing approximately 30 transplants, 20 of which are live donor transplants done in partnership with UHN. SickKids’ five and 10-year survival rates – now exceeding 90 per cent – are unsurpassed worldwide. Excellent long-term survival after paediatric liver transplantation, now the rule rather than exception, depends on comprehensive ongoing care.

At the one-year anniversaries of her daughters’ transplants, Johanne Wagner experienced a myriad emotions. Joy, that Phuoc and Binh are doing so well because of SickKids’ superb care; grief, knowing that the girls suffer from a multi-system disorder that demands a lifetime of vigilant medical attention; concern, for her children and their donors, especially, as she says, for the anonymous donor who is “missing from my family yet part of my family. We are deeply grateful to SickKids for giving our children back their lives.”

And what’s ahead for treatment? According to Kamath: “While the twins’ plight highlighted the need for organ donation, it’s critical to find alternatives to transplantation, which, while life-saving, is not a cure. In the lab, we’re growing cells from patients themselves to develop new drugs and therapies so that tissue replacement doesn’t necessarily require organ transplantations. The promise of this therapy is incredible; discoveries we’re making today mean that in the future, the child could one day be its own donor.”

DONORS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Jeff and Sherrie Logan’s lives changed overnight when their healthy two-year-old, Ashley, suddenly experienced a rare type of liver failure. It quickly became clear that she would need a liver transplant, ideally from a living donor. To the relief of Ashley’s frightened parents, her aunt Cheryl was a match. In 2009, Ashley underwent a successful liver transplant and is now an active, sport-loving eight year old. To express their gratitude for saving Ashley’s life, and to help other children with liver transplants, Ashley’s parents founded the Ashley’s Angels Fund in support of transplant research, education, and care at SickKids. By organizing events and mobilizing the support of their family and friends, the Logans have raised almost $1-million dollars. Although Ashley is well, SickKids is still an important part of the family’s life. “I go to SickKids to stay healthy,” says Ashley.
International support helps propel Dr. Ronald Cohn’s breakthrough research using the CRISPR gene-editing tool.
Ever since the discovery of the structure of DNA and the decoding of the human genome, we have waited for news of the breakthrough in gene manipulation that would lead to treatment for genetic disease. And that’s about to happen – with the help of SickKids’ Dr. Ronald Cohn and his breakthrough work with an exciting and radical technology enthusiastically endorsed by researchers around the world as truly transformational. CRISPR is a DNA-altering, highly precise and efficient gene editing tool being welcomed as a “game changer” that will revolutionize the scientific and clinical treatment of genetic disorders.

This includes Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD), which is life-limiting and fatal. A rare, progressive, neuro-muscular genetic disorder, diagnosed in childhood, it renders patients unable to produce the protein needed for muscle strength and function. Muscle cells, including those used for breathing and the heart, gradually break down, paralyzing and eventually claiming the lives of affected teenagers and young adults.

For the first time ever in a lab, CRISPR was used like a pair of genetic scissors by Cohn to remove a duplicated gene from a genome, restoring protein function of donated cells from a boy with DMD. Essentially, it corrected the mutation that causes the devastating disease – which could have significant impact on future therapeutic developments. “CRISPR is the most important technology that I have encountered in my scientific career. Working with patients and families with genetic disorders, I’m often in a position where I can provide a diagnosis, and perhaps supportive care, but no treatment. CRISPR could change that. It could improve the quality of life for those affected by DMD, and revolutionize the way we care for patients with currently untreatable genetic conditions,” says Cohn, incoming Chief of Paediatrics and Senior Scientist in Genetics & Genome Biology at SickKids.

“CRISPR is the most important technology that I have encountered in my scientific career. Working with patients and families with genetic disorders, I’m often in a position where I can provide a diagnosis, and perhaps supportive care, but no treatment. CRISPR could change that,” says Dr. Ronald Cohn.

DONORS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

This historic research is a heartening milestone that comes not a moment too soon for Emily and Nick Crossley, who started The Duchenne Children’s Trust in 2012 after their son was diagnosed with the disease. Based in London, England, the Trust’s mission is to fund the most promising global research that will bring a cure and treatments to help children and young adults living with DMD. “We won’t be limited by lack of ambition. We won’t be limited by borders. We make big investments in big projects. And we fund the best research in the UK and around the world,” says Nick. Funding the best internationally included a September 2015 gift of $250,000 to SickKids in support of Cohn’s research.

According to Emily, “Dr. Cohn is bringing us closer to a breakthrough in the history of this shattering disease. He and SickKids offer real hope about what’s ahead for everyone grappling with the impact of DMD.”

Cohn shares this optimism about new treatments being developed within the lifetime of current DMD patients. “I am now in a position to move the science forward, to actually create a medication that could help patients one day. Nothing is more powerful to a scientist or a physician to begin tackling these problems.”
Telemedicine is transformative, sharing SickKids expertise beyond our walls by bringing patients and practitioners together, virtually.
Imagine being a parent whose child is seriously ill, and not being able to access the care you desperately need because of where you live. As a hospital dedicated to healthier children everywhere, two decades ago SickKids began a program which breaks down barriers to health-care access. In 1996, it created a basic Telemedicine Program serving Northern Ontario communities by transmitting secure video images over telephone lines. In 2016, the SickKids Telemedicine program is celebrating its milestone 20th anniversary and, with it, a remarkable transformation of delivering care, education, research and collaboration at SickKids. Telemedicine has become an integral resource for clinicians, a reliable way to assess and manage patients remotely, as well as a platform for sharing knowledge.

Given the dramatic evolution of technology, services expand consistently as telemedicine adopts new platforms available to health care. And the numbers of SickKids staff using these tools have doubled in the last year alone. The latest advancement is Guest-Link, a real-time, direct and secure videoconference system launched at SickKids in 2016 and supported by the Ontario Telemedicine Network. Now patients can connect with clinicians right from home — through their computer, tablet or smartphone — breaking down yet another obstacle to care.

“SickKids was an early adopter, using technology to bridge barriers to treat patients; now ours is the largest comprehensive program in Canada. We provide care and training, developing customized service and models to support primary caregivers across the province,” says Dr. Tony Pignatiello, Medical Director for SickKids’ Telepsychiatry/Tele-Link, Associate Psychiatrist-in-Chief and the SickKids Chair in Medical Psychiatry, funded by an out-of-province anonymous donor. “Today, telepsychiatry is fully integrated as a standard in regular practice, not as an afterthought. With such significant usage increases — annually more than 2,500 consultations — access to specialized child psychiatry is now equitable, improving children’s lives, everywhere.”

Dr. Darius Bagli, Urologist and Associate Surgeon-in-Chief at SickKids, was the first SickKids clinician to use Guest-Link. “In less than 10 years, the entire concept of telemedicine will be transformed; in its place will be the virtual presence platform for care. Smart technology everywhere, including wearable personal devices, will dynamically feed into the virtual care space in real time. We’ll even be able to perform simple care interventions remotely. Physical distances don’t have to be large to be unnecessary: we’ll all need to re-think when patients and practitioners must be together in person, vs. the greater peace of mind knowing we are always ‘there’ wherever and whenever we’re needed.”
No one gave up on seven-year-old Augusta Toews after a boating accident severed 95 per cent of her leg. Her nightmare quickly turned into a miraculous story of invention and collaboration, as the Ontario health-care system came together to save her life, and her leg. Seamless transport, treatment, and recovery included the Ornge crew airlifting her from Muskoka to SickKids; Canadian Blood Services, providing massive amounts of blood to keep her alive; Dr. Thomas Lindsay, the vascular surgeon from University Health Network, who led the team that restored blood flow to her...
HOW THE ONTARIO HEALTH-CARE SYSTEM CAME TOGETHER TO SAVE A LITTLE GIRL’S LIFE AND LEG

For Dr. Gregory Borschel, Augusta’s case underscores the importance of collaboration between health-care providers at critical points in a patient’s care. This, he says, can open the door for unprecedented clinical breakthroughs, and ultimately, better recoveries for patients.

Augusta’s case illustrates the power of collaboration and innovation in health care. Her recovery was made possible through the collective effort of SickKids’ world-class teams in trauma, orthopaedic and plastic surgery, critical care, medical engineering, basic science and research, physiotherapy and occupational therapy.

According to SickKids Plastic and Reconstructive surgeon Dr. Gregory Borschel, Augusta had the most severe and rarely treated type of nerve injury; her sciatic nerve was completely divided in half. A series of successful surgeries reattached her leg, weaving together veins, muscles, flesh and bone. But the body’s largest, longest nerve remained severed. Since the sciatic nerve is the leg’s command centre, controlling movement, muscles and sensation, the attached leg would remain lifeless if it didn’t function.

A nerve specialist, Borschel reconnected the sciatic nerve using an established nerve grafting technique. But to bring it back to life, Augusta became patient zero in an experimental procedure of electrical nerve stimulation, which Borschel had been researching, but never before performed on a child. “I saw the opportunity to use it clinically with Augusta. SickKids got behind me, a surgeon-scientist, immediately so we could take this treatment right from my lab and into the operating room,” says Borschel. The electricity stimulated the nerve’s regeneration, accelerating the healing process and helping to avoid neuropathic pain. A world-first in paediatric clinical care, the procedure is now used by SickKids to treat most severe nerve injuries.

Augusta’s recovery has been truly remarkable, and astonishingly rapid. Back home in Calgary, she refused a wheelchair, crutches, walkers and sympathy; within months progressing from dragging herself to crawling, walking, running, dancing and jumping. Now nine years old, she is also active with kickboxing, Irish dancing and snowboarding.

Augusta’s mother, Leslie Baker-Toews, will always be deeply grateful. “If this had to happen, we were blessed to be in Ontario at the time, so that we could be treated at SickKids, which is truly innovative, compassionate and courageous. In fact, as Canadians we are incredibly fortunate to have SickKids: its world-class clinicians and researchers are the best of the best, and that comes through in the care they provide.”

For Borschel, Augusta’s case underscores the importance of collaboration between health-care providers at critical points in a patient’s care. This, he says, can open the door for unprecedented clinical breakthroughs, and ultimately, better recoveries for patients.

There’s no doubt in Borschel’s mind that her family’s positive attitude has been critical to Augusta’s extraordinary recovery. But he mostly credits his patient’s “indomitable spirit. Nothing can hold Augusta back; nothing keeps Augusta down.”

DONORS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
SickKids has always been there for Maria Carreiro when she needed it most – first, when her baby daughter suffered a life-threatening injury, and years later, when her granddaughter, Tatiana, was born with a rare malformation of the veins in her forearm. This condition caused constant bleeding and pain, and could have resulted in the loss of her arm. Luckily, she was referred to Borschel. Five surgeries later, Tatiana is an active preteen with full use of her arm. Now, Carreiro is there for SickKids as a donor to Borschel’s research. “Dr. Borschel is like a member of our family,” says Carreiro. “It makes me so happy to be able to help him, and all the children who need SickKids.”

NEXT
For Dr. Gregory Borschel, Augusta’s case underscores the importance of collaboration between health-care providers at critical points in a patient’s care. This, he says, can open the door for unprecedented clinical breakthroughs, and ultimately, better recoveries for patients.
CARE

NOW:
For all patients to receive the best care, patient safety is integral. As part of our 2015-20 strategic plan, Building Connections, Accelerating Impact, SickKids recommitted to reducing preventable harm through the Caring Safely campaign.

WHAT’S NEXT:
Reduced preventable harm for all SickKids patients and staff.

RESEARCH

NOW:
Research teams at SickKids are constantly investigating issues that shape the health of children and families around the world. The largest-ever suicide-risk study, co-led by SickKids, found most deaths occur well after the first suicide attempt.

WHAT’S NEXT:
Suicide prevention through ongoing, sustained initiatives to monitor and support high-risk patients in the long term.

LEARNING

NOW:
Recently, SickKids welcomed an international group of cardiac surgeons from around the globe for an innovative, first-of-its kind educational program.

HOST: Hands-On Surgical Training, allows surgeons to use 3D-printed heart models to refine their skills in complex paediatric heart surgery, before they go into the operating suite.

WHAT’S NEXT:
The HOST team hopes to make this type of training a standard practice for SickKids fellows and for SickKids to be seen – worldwide – as the place to train in paediatric cardiac surgery.
COLLABORATION

NOW:
SickKids Foundation and Cystic Fibrosis Canada have partnered to create the Program for Individualized Cystic Fibrosis Therapy.

WHAT’S NEXT:
This partnership will create a national resource that will accelerate the discovery of new treatments, and determine the most effective, personalized cystic fibrosis (CF) therapies – so patients with CF can live like they don’t have CF.

INNOVATION IN FUNDRAISING

NOW:
A new SickKids Foundation fundraising event debuted in 2016. Bubble Hockey for SickKids is a March Madness-style bubble hockey tournament.

WHAT’S NEXT:
The more than $170,000 raised in the first year represents unrestricted giving to support SickKids’ highest-priority needs. You’ll see more about the impact of unrestricted giving in this report.
WHY UNRESTRICTED GIVING?

Unrestricted giving means the donor places no restriction on how SickKids Foundation allocates funds. With your unrestricted donation, you’re giving SickKids flexibility – because unrestricted gifts can be deployed in the areas of most promise, or most need, at speed. Whether it’s funding research, clinical advances, or compassionate care, this is the best way for donors to assure the best possible outcomes for kids, now and in the future.

UNRESTRICTED GIVING MEANS UNRESTRICTED IMPACT

RESEARCH

Unrestricted giving enables us to find and fund the next research star. Someone primed to make as significant an impact as SickKids’ Dr. Stephen Scherer, whose work in the genetics of autism has had worldwide impact. Unrestricted giving helps fund SickKids Catalyst Scholars – promising researchers in the early stages of their careers. Currently, the Catalyst Scholars program is supporting the development of four exceptional researchers: two Catalyst Scholars in stem cell research, one in traumatic brain injury research, and one in the Centre for Healthy Active Kids.
CLINICAL CARE
Unrestricted giving means a child can go home hours after a major procedure – with less risk of infection and post-operative complications – thanks to minimally invasive surgeries performed using image-guided therapy (IGT). That’s because unrestricted giving helped fund the renovation of our IGT suites into state-of-the-art hybrid intervention/imaging facilities. It also gave SickKids the flexibility to replace the over-10-year-old MRI machine in the Cardiac Diagnostic and Interventional Unit, making diagnoses more precise, which leads to more effective treatments.

UNRESTRICTED GIVING CREATES IMPACT WHERE IT’S NEEDED MOST NOW, AND WHERE IT’S NEEDED NEXT.

CHILD AND FAMILY-CENTRED CARE
Unrestricted giving gives families a sense of normalcy in hospital, by funding special places and experiences that let them spend time together, and let kids be kids. Outdoor play, crafts led by our Child Life Specialists, or playing video games in Starlight help provide distraction and fun; our therapeutic clowns help reduce feelings of isolation and anxiety through play, friendship, and giggles; the Paediatric Advanced Care Team (PACT) helps families face potentially life-limiting disease together, and in the right setting. This is the impact of unrestricted giving.
## BY THE NUMBERS

### STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOSPITAL OPERATIONS AND CLINICAL CARE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-care professionals</td>
<td>3,874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and support</td>
<td>2,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESEARCH</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists</td>
<td>248*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Investigators and Team Investigators</td>
<td>363**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research staff (primarily grant funded)</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Operations staff</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Facilities research staff</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| * Of these, 150 are both researchers and clinicians, reflected in the clinical staff numbers above.  
| **<50% of time committed to research activities, all of whom are also reflected in the clinical staff numbers above.** |
| **TRAINEES**                                   |         |
| Research fellows                               | 259     |
| Research graduate students                     | 435     |
| Research summer students                       | 348     |
| Medical Affairs residents and fellows          | 836     |
| All other clinical and corporate trainees       | 624     |
| **VOLUNTEERS**                                 |         |
| Registered volunteers                          | 1,450   |
| Women’s Auxiliary Volunteers (WAV)             | 240     |
| **TOTAL STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS**                 |         |
|                                                | 10,456  |
CLINICAL CARE

INPATIENT ACTIVITY
- Average number of beds occupied daily: 283.9
- Average length of stay (in days): 6.5
- Admissions: 15,988
- Discharges: 15,984
- Patient Days: 103,925

OUTPATIENT ACTIVITY
- Emergency visits: 74,346
- Total clinic visits: 227,651
- Total ambulatory visits: 301,997

OPERATING ROOM CASES
- Inpatient and same-day admit cases: 6,834
- Outpatient cases: 5,581
- Total OR cases: 12,415
## BOARD MEMBERS

### SICKKIDS BOARD OF TRUSTEES 2015-16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rose M. Patten</td>
<td>Special Advisor to President &amp; CEO, BMO Financial Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarabjit (Sabi) S. Marwah</td>
<td>Retired Vice-Chairman &amp; Chief Operating Officer, Bank of Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David I. McKay</td>
<td>President &amp; CEO, RBC Royal Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin H. Rotenberg</td>
<td>President, Lissom Investment Management Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence W. Scott</td>
<td>Vice-Chair of Deloitte Canada and Global Chief Strategy Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Terrence Sullivan</td>
<td>Retired President &amp; CEO, Cancer Care Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine (Kiki) A. Delaney</td>
<td>President, C.A. Delaney Capital Management Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Duboc</td>
<td>Managing Director, CBT Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald A. Guloien</td>
<td>President &amp; CEO, Manulife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajit Khanna</td>
<td>Advisor, Global Enablement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph M. Natale</td>
<td>Corporate Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy H. Penner</td>
<td>Retired President, Proctor &amp; Gamble Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Robert S. Prichard</td>
<td>Chair, Torys LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saâd Rafi</td>
<td>CEO, Ontario Retirement Pension Plan Administration Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl V. Reicin</td>
<td>Partner, Torys LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew J. Sheiner</td>
<td>Managing Partner, Altas Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart H.B. Smith</td>
<td>Chairman, EPIC Realty Partners Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Weese</td>
<td>Retired Vice President of Government &amp; External Relations, GE Canada Corporate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ex-Officio (voting and non-voting)

- Dr. Michael Apkon
- Dr. Claire De Souza (as of Jan. 2016)
- Pamela L. Hubley (until Nov. 2015)
- Dr. Peter Laussen
- Gail O’Brien
- Dr. James Robertson (until Jan. 2016)
- Kathleen Taylor
- Judy Van Clief (as of Nov. 2015)
SICKKIDS FOUNDATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2015-16

Kathleen Taylor  
Chair of the Board, Royal Bank of Canada  
 • Chair  
 • Chair, Strategic Planning Committee (Ad Hoc)

Sonia A. Baxendale  
 • Vice-Chair and Treasurer  
 • Chair, Audit and Finance Committee

Christian Lassonde  
Chief Venture Advisor, The Next 36  
 • Vice-Chair  
 • Chair, Development Committee

Lisa Lisson  
President, FedEx Express Canada Ltd.  
 • Chair, Compensation/Resource Management Committee

Walied Soliman  
Partner, Norton Rose Fullbright Canada LLP  
 • Chair, Governance and Nominating Committee

V. Prem Watsa  
Chairman & CEO, Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd.  
 • Chair, Investment Committee

Jordan Banks  
Managing Director, Facebook Canada

Jordan Bitove  
Partner, Spectrum Capital Partners

Gino DiGioacchino  
Chief Merchandising Officer, Wal-Mart Canada Corp.

Charles Field-Marsham  
Founder & President, Kestrel Capital Management Corp.

John Francis  
Managing Director, Fraser Kearney Capital Corp.

David Goodman  
President & CEO, Dundee Corporation

Wesley J. Hall  
Chief Executive Officer, Kingsdale Shareholder Services Inc.

Jake Herman  
President, Woodbourne Canada Management Inc.

Tim Hockey  
President, TD Ameritrade

Dr. Amy Kaiser  
Doctor, The Clinic on Dupont

Lori Latchman

Frank Luk

Michael Medline  
President & CEO, Canadian Tire Corporation Ltd.

Caroline Mulroney Lapham  
Vice President, BloombergSen Investment Partners

Richard Nesbitt  
President & CEO, Global Risk Institute in Financial Services

Gail O’Brien

Justin Poy  
Founder, President & Creative Director, The Justin Poy Agency

Edward Rogers  
Deputy Chairman, Rogers Communications Inc.

Reza Satchu  
Managing Partner, Alignvest Capital Management

Irit Shay  
Co-owner, Royal de Versailles Jewellers

Erol Uzumeri  
Founder, Searchlight Capital Partners

Ex-Officio (voting)

Dr. Michael Apkon

Ajit Khanna

Rose M. Patten
**OUR DONORS**

We would like to recognize the following individuals whose cumulative contributions have reached or exceeded $25,000, and those corporations, foundations, associations and community events that have generously contributed $50,000 or more, between April 1, 1993 and March 31, 2016. We are profoundly grateful for your support. We also wish to thank those donors who have chosen to remain anonymous.

**GRAND BENEFACtorS**

**$10,000,000 +**

- Astral Media Radio, Newstalk 1010/Boom97.3/
- Virgin Radio 99.9
- Bell Canada and Bell Employees
- J. P. Bickell Foundation
- Garron Family
- Peter Gilgan Foundation
- Heart and Stroke Foundation
- Herbie Fund
- The Roy C. Hill Charitable Foundation
- Johnson and Johnson Inc.
- Arthur and Sonia Labatt
- Mining4Life: Supporting Mining Communities Worldwide
- Rally for Kids with Cancer Scavenger Cup
- RE/MAX INTEGRA Ontario-Atlantic Inc.
- The John Ross Robertson Foundation
- Rogers Foundation
- The Slaight Family Foundation
- TD Bank Group
- Wal-Mart Canada Corp.
- The Women’s Auxiliary of The Hospital for Sick Children

**GRAND PATRONS**

**$5,000,000 – $9,999,999**

- b.r.a.i.n.child
- BMO Financial Group
- Canaccord Genuity Great Camp Adventure Walk
- CIBC and CIBC Children’s Foundation
- Costco Wholesale
- David and Stacey Cynamon
- Cystic Fibrosis Canada
- The Dilawri Foundation
- FDC Foundation
- Newton Glassman Charitable Foundation
- Mitchell Goldhar
- Harold and Bernice Groves
- Robert Harding
- The James Fund for Neuroblastoma Research
- KRG Children’s Charitable Foundation
- LCBO
- Meagan’s Walk: Creating a Circle of Hope in Honour of Meagan Marie Bebenek
- Northbridge Financial Corporation
- RBC
- Sandra and Jim Pitblado
- Sears Canada Inc.
- SickKids Psychiatry Association

**GRAND PArtNERS**

**$1,000,000 – $4,999,999**

**A**

- Adam’s Dream Fund
- Air Canada Foundation
- Al Qamra Holding Group
- Amersham Health
- An Enchanted Evening
- Jamie and Patsy Anderson
- Atrens-Counsel Insurance Brokers Inc.
- “Straight From Our Hearts”

**B**

- Karen and Bill Barnett
- Baxter Corporation
- Bayer Inc.
- Beer Canada

In Honour of Laurie Berman
- Black Family Foundation
- Oliver and Shirin Bock
- Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
- Brandan’s Eye Research Fund
- Brazilian Carnival Ball 2009
- Ron Bresler and Erin Donohue
- Brookfield
- Chris Brundage
- Bunzl Distribution Inc.
- Burger King Restaurants of Canada Inc.

C

- The Cadillac Fairview Corporation Limited
- Audrey and Donald Campbell Foundation
- Canaccord Genuity Corp.
- Canadian Tire Corporation Limited
- CanWest Global Communications Corp.
- Capitalize for Kids
- Cardiac Kids
- Caring Together – TD Employees Fund
- Children of Chornobyl Canadian Fund
- Hak Ming and Deborah Chiu
- CIBC FirstCaribbean
- CIT Group
- CN
- CN Employees’ and Pensioners’ Community Fund
- Coast to Coast Against Cancer Foundation and Jenna’s Angels
- Cochlear Americas
- CTV Inc.
- James H. Cummings Foundation
Dairy Queen Canada
Mariyam and Bashir Dawood
In Honour of Alfredo De Gasperis
The De Gasperis Family
Nickolis G. De Luca Jr. Foundation – Nicky’s Dream
The Delaney Family Foundation
Deloitte Canada and Deloitte Foundation
Donner Canadian Foundation
Duboc Family
Duchesnay Inc.

The Eaton Foundation
ECHOage
The Erlick Family “Evan’s Dream”
EY

Fairchild Radio
Fairchild Television Ltd.
Federal Express Canada Ltd.
Mark Feldman and Alix Hoy
The Firkin Group of Pubs
AI and Rolande Flood
Foresters
John Francis and Susan Caskey
Norbert K. Frischkorn

Gala for Hope
David and Judy Galloway
Michael Albert Garron Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline Inc.
Glitter in Macau
Mira Godard
Jordan and Lisa Gnat Family
David Goodman Youth Community Trust
Ruth and Douglas Grant
Great-West Life, London Life and Canada Life

“...by the work that is being done at SickKids, and by the community of donors that has been formed through the shared ambition and philanthropic drive of the Innovators. I am proud to be part of this unique group of supporters.”

– Robert Klopot, President and CEO, The Forest Hill Group, and SickKids Innovator

Photo from left to right: Steven Salm, Hayley Waugh, Fabienne Lette, Robert Klopot, Christopher Leung

Donald K. Jackson Family Foundation
Jessica’s Footprint

Dr. Amy Kaiser and Ken Rotman
Kodak Canada Employee Charity Trust Fund
Krembil Foundation
KPMG and KPMG Foundation

The Michael and Steven Latner Families
Lee K. and Margaret Lau
Ann Leese and Irwin Rotenberg
LesLois Shaw Foundation
Lindt and Sprüngli (Canada), Inc.
LIUNA Local 183 Golf Classic

Manulife
Maranello Sports Inc. O/A Ferrari of Ontario Rally for SickKids
Marriott Hotels and Resorts Canada
Masonic Foundation of Ontario
Mattamy Home Away From Home Fund
Liza Mauer and Andrew Sheiner
Melanie McCaig and Allan Magee
Mead Johnson Nutrition
The Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation
Metro Ontario Inc.
Minto Foundation Inc.
Mary Mogford and Tom Campbell
Debbie and Don Morrison
The Muzzo Family

S
Samsung and Samsung Employees
The S. Schulich Foundation
Colonel Harland Sanders Charitable Organization
The Savlov Foundation
Gerald Schwartz and Heather Reisman
Scotiabank
Scrub in the City
The Sellers Foundation
SGI Canada
Irit and Michael Shay
Shoppers Drug Mart Limited
SickKids Connections – Big Hearts Helping Little Hearts
SmartCentres Golf Classic
Smiles of Innocence
Starlight Children’s Foundation Canada
Fred and Anya Sorkin
Ted and Judy Steeves
Ellen Storfer and Richard Rainford and Family
Robin and Michael Storfer
Irv Storfer
Sun Life Financial

GRAND SPONSORS
$500,000 – $999,999
A
Anatolia Tile + Stone
Appliance Canada
Ashley’s Angels
Association of Day Care Operators of Ontario – Children’s Walkathon

B
The Harold E. Ballard Foundation
Dean and Sonia Baxendale
The Daniel Bertoia Family Fund – Skate with Daniel
Bestbuy Distributors Limited
Brookfield Global Integrated Solutions
John Burzynski

C
CAA South Central Ontario
Capital One Celebrity Bonspiel in Support of SickKids Foundation
Care For Kids (Toronto)
Care For Kids Charity Golf Classic
Chelsea Hotel Toronto
Fran and Edmund Clark
John and Pattie Cleghorn and Family
Jim Coutts
CSL Behring Canada Inc.
CTF Systems Inc.

D
David Geneen
DePuy Synthes

E
Entertainment One
exp Global Inc.

N
Novo Nordisk Canada Inc.

O
Earle and Janice O’Born
Gail and David O’Brien
Ontario Power Generation Inc. Employee and Pensioners’ Charity Trust
Oracle Corporation Canada Inc.

P
The Passion for Fashion Foundation
Israel Pelc
Neil and Leanne Petroff
Pizza Pizza

R
RBC Employees’ Charity Trust
RBC Foundation
RE/MAX Hallmark Realty Ltd.
RE/MAX Professionals Inc.
RE/MAX Realtron Realty Inc.
Aaron and Heather Regent
Republic Bank Limited
Reznick-Kimelman Families
Rigatoni for Research
Edward and Suzanne Rogers
Norine and Alan Rose
Janis Rotman
James and Mari Rutka
F
Saul and Toby Feldberg, David and Elyssa, Bernie, Janice and Jeff, Joel and Melissa
First Student Canada
Friends Helping SickKids

G
Gajic Family
Republic of Srpska Bosnia and Herzegovina
Goodmans LLP
Trudy Grant and Kevin Sullivan

H
HBC Foundation
Heavy Duty Aftermarket Canada
Hollinger Inc.
Holowesko Partners Ltd.
Hospital for Sick Children Department of Anaesthesia and Pain Medicine
Hospital for Sick Children Department of Cardiovascular Surgery
Daniel H.C. Hung and Family
Hydro One
Hydro One Employees’ and Pensioners’ Charity Trust

I
ICAP Capital Markets Canada
Intact Financial Corporation
ivari
The Richard Ivey Foundation

J
Jacob’s Ladder
Janssen Inc.
Johnson Controls Charity Golf Classic
Curtis Joseph

K
Kallian Sportswear
Kid Golf Classic

L
Doug Lamon
Dale and Robin Lastman
Lastman’s Bad Boy Superstore
Leon’s Furniture Limited
Marita Simbul-Lezon and Ronald Lezon
Liam’s Light
Lilah’s Fund
Janet and Richard Lint
Loblaws Supermarkets Ltd.
Longo’s Family Charitable Foundation

M
Lynda and Reay Mackay
Moira and Garth MacRae
Magna International Inc.
Merrill Lynch Canada Inc.
Larissa Deanne Mikan
Carol Mitchell and Richard Venn
Molson Indy
Myles of Smyle

N
Robert Naccarato Memorial Foundation
James Nicol and Christine Milne
Gordon and Janet Nixon

O
Onex Corporation
Ontario Toyota Dealers Advertising Association
Curtis O’Reilly Charity Golf Classic
Orinoco Foundation
Oshawa Truck Plant Employees
Osier, Hoskin and Harcourt LLP
OTIP/RAEO

P
Paddon Family Paediatric Stroke Fund
PartyLite
Pedal Power
Pfizer Canada Inc.

R
RDV Foundation
RE/MAX Garden City Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Real Estate Centre Inc.
RE/MAX Realty Specialists Inc.
RE/MAX West Realty Inc. Brokerage
Rev It Up for SickKids
The Paul and Cheryl Robinson Family
Rogers Communications Inc.
William Rosenberg Family Foundation
Kenneth and Helen Rotenberg

S
Scalar Decisions Inc.
Clara C. Scott
Lawrence Scott
Siemens Canada Limited
Josh, Annette, Abby, Joseph and Lauren Silber
Solutions with Impact
Solving Kids Cancer
Standard Life
Starbucks Coffee Company
Sun Microsystems of Canada inc.
Swiss Chalet Rotissiere and Grill

T
TELUS and TELUS Employees
The Thomson Corporation
Tim Hortons
Torys LLP
Transamerica Life Canada
Trimark Investment Management Inc.

V
Vale Inco Limited

Philips Medical Systems Canada
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Procter and Gamble Inc.
BENEFACTORS
$250,000 – $499,999

A
A. Mantella and Sons Limited
A Run for Liane
Abbott Laboratories Ltd.
AbbVie
Rani Advani
AFIH Capital Ltd.
David and Mary Allan
American Express
Amgen Canada Inc.
Robert G. and Mary Pat Armstrong
Associazione Italiana Lafora
Astellas Pharma Canada, Inc.
AstraZeneca Canada Inc.

B
Thomas and Patricia Bain
John and Jocelyn Barford Family Foundation
Douglas and Susan Bassett
David M. and Kim Beatty
Jalynn H. Bennett
Beqaj Family
Black and McDonald
Christopher and Heidi Blair
Molly and David Bloom
Bombardier Aerospace Employees

C
Anthony Camisso Family
Donald and Audrey Campbell
Canadian Diabetes Association
Canadian Friends of Tel Aviv University (Toronto)
The Caribbean Children Foundation Inc.
Kathleen P. Carrick
Wesley and Mary Louise Carter
Cassels Brock and Blackwell LLP
Chelsea’s Hope
Gabrielle Chevalier
Wendel and Denise Clark
John Coady and Jane Nyman-Coady
Coca-Cola Bottling Ltd.
Sarah Cook Fund
The Co-operators Group Limited
C.R. Younger Foundation
Crawford Street Congregational Christian Church
John and Wendy Crean
Creative Fundraisers
Ian Crosbie and Jolie Lin

D
Dancers for Cancer
The John and Myrna Daniels Charitable Foundation
Davies, Ward, Phillips and Vineberg
Dentalcorp
Di Marco Family Foundation
Aurelio Di Rocco and Family
James B.C. Doak
DRI Capital
The Duchenne Children’s Trust
Dufferin Concrete Group

E
EllisDon Construction
Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc.

F
Fasken Martineau
Richard Fenn and Anne Smillie-Fenn
The Charles and Rita Field-Marsham Foundation
Fight For Independence Ltd.
Financial Markets Association of Canada Charity Golf Classic
The Flux Family
Forest Hill Barber Shop Golf Tournament
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts
Funding Innovation

G
G.A. Paper International Inc.
General Motors of Canada Limited
Generex Biotechnology Corp.
The Gertner Family Charitable Foundation
Gluckstein Personal Injury Lawyers
Gluskin Sheff + Associates Inc.
Ira Gluskin and Maxine Granovsky Gluskin
Linda and Robert J. Goldberger
The Goranson Family
Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP
Drs. David and Carol Grant
Great Gulf Homes Charitable Foundation Event
David Green, Daphne Wagner, Lita and Michael Stephen, Lisa, Spencer, Tyler and Joshua Green
Marion Greenberg and Richard Samuel
The Grocery Foundation
Guardian Capital Inc.
The Gucciardi Family
Giovanni and Concetta Guglietti Family Foundation

H
Hasbro Canada Corporation
In Honour of Francisco and Montserrat Hernandez
Michael and MaryEllen Herman
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
Hoffmann-LaRoche Limited
Holcim (Canada) Inc.
Mrs. Coors M. Howitt
Hudson’s Bay Company
Ihnatowycz Family Foundation
Imperial Oil Charitable Foundation
Islamic Relief’s Nazem Kadri Golf Classic

Jack’s Lemonade
Dong Jiang and Rebecca Zhao’s Family
Joshua’s Voyageurs

Ben and Hilda Katz Charitable Foundation
Scott and Nancy Keyworth
The Henry White Kinnear Foundation
Maria Gyorgy-Csepreghy Kluge
The Kraft Heinz Company

LASIK MD Vision
Fraser and Heather Latta
Diep Van Le
Alexander and Sheila Libfeld
Life For Kids Gala
Lions Clubs of Multiple District “A” and the Lions Clubs International Foundation
Kenneth and Gayla Lipson
Local 200 of the United Glass and Ceramic Workers of North America and Local 29 of the Canadian Auto Workers
Longo Brothers Fruit Markets Inc.
Jon and Nancy Love
Lupus Ontario

Mackenzie Financial Corporation
Isabel and Declan MacNamara
Alice and Murray Maitland Foundation
Maple Leaf Foods Inc.
Maple Leaf Wives
Marco Giulio Leggieri “Our Champ” Marco’s Way Fund
Marnie’s Rainbow Lounge
Roger Martin
Sabih Masri
Anne S. McCaig
McCarthy Tétrault LLP
Stanley J. McClean
McCormack Bourrie
David and Karen McKay
John and Esther McNeil
Harald McPike
The T.R. Meighen Foundation
The Melman and Yakobson Families
Patrick and Michelle Meneley
Merck Frosst Canada Inc.
Microsoft Canada Inc.
A Midsummer Night’s Run
Minden Gross Grafestein and Greenstein LLP
Andrew Mizzi
The Jeffrey Modell Foundation
Molson Inc.
Caitlin Elizabeth Morris
William Morneau and Nancy McCain
The Philip and Berthe Morton Foundation
M.S.M. – Division of Magna Powertrain

A Tribute to Stephanie and Vita Nalli Annual Cut-a-thon
National Bank
The New Hope Foundation
The Niagara Wine Auction
Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Nortel Networks
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Canada Inc.

Donald E. O’Born and Jane Harvey
OECTA AGM – Monte Carlo
One X One Foundation

Karl Erik Parnoja
Rose M. Patten

“I am alive today because of SickKids. I was born in Chile with a rare condition and my family was told that my only hope was to go to Toronto for treatment at SickKids. My family moved, and with care from the incredible doctors and staff, I was given a chance at life. I believe that we all have opportunities to help change people’s lives, and I have put SickKids in my will because I want to give back in any way that I can.”

– Maria-Jose Bouey, former SickKids patient and current SickKids Foundation employee

PetSmart Canada
Philips Electronics Ltd.
Philips Hager and North Investment Management Ltd.
The Piccoli Family Fund
Posluns Family Foundation
The Poy Family

Rayovac Canada
RE/MAX Aboutowne Realty Corp.
RE/MAX Chay Realty Inc.
RE/MAX First Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Orillia Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Rouge River Realty Ltd.
RE/MAX Ultimate Realty Inc.
Red Frog Events
Dora and Sam Reznick  
Rhonda’s Angels Game On! For a Cure  
Bruce and Sylvia Richmond  
RioCan Real Estate Investment Trust  
Roasters Foundation  
The Sam and Ida Ross Foundation  
Janet Rossant  
The Giuseppe and Corradina Ruscica Family

S
Salex Inc.  
Salida Capital  
Sandals Foundation  
Stephen and Cookie Sandler and Family  
William and Meredith Sauderson  
Savvymom Presents: A Family Affair  
Ronald and Joanne Schwarz  
Marilyn and Wes Scott  
Sebastian’s Superheroes  
The Helene Sebba Charitable Trust  
Shania’s Sunflower of Hope  
Shorcan Brokers Limited  
Sikh Sangat  
Tracy and Bruce Simpson  
Sionna Investments Managers Inc.  
The SkyLink Group of Companies  
Derrick and Gay Smith  
Solutions 2 Go Inc.  
Spencer Gifts Inc.  
Thomas and Deborah Spencer  
SpineVision  
Stikeman Elliott LLP  
Stitches Employees  
Wesley Sun  
Suncor Energy Products Inc., and  
Suncor Energy Foundation

T
Tangerine  
Kathleen Taylor and Neil Harris  
Team SickKids World Transplant Games  
Tech Data Canada Inc.

The Tecolote Foundation  
The Counselling Foundation of Canada  
The Therapeutic Clown Program at SickKids  
Richard and Heather Thomson  
Torkin Manes LLP  
Toronto Air Traffic Controllers  
The Toronto Santa Speedo Run  
TransGlobe  
TravelBrands and Redtag.ca

U
United Association (UA) Local 46 Toronto

V
Michael and Karen Vukets Family Foundation

W
The Lionel and Sandra Waldman Family  
Webkinz Foundation  
John H. Wedge  
The Mike Weir Miracle Golf Drive for Kids  
WestJet Airlines  
The W. Garfield Weston Foundation  
Florence Mary Wilson, John (Jack) James Wilson and  
Sheila G. Currah  
Dr. Agnes Wong and Mr. William R. Webb  
The Geoffrey H. Wood Foundation  
Don Wright

Y
YM Inc.  
YOGEN FRÜZ of Canada Inc.  
C.R. Younger Foundation

Z
Xue He Li and Yan Hui Zhao  
Adam Zimmerman

PATRONS
$100,000 – $249,999

#  
1329973 Ontario Ltd.

A
A Night of Enchantment  
A Night of Mischief  
A Night to Remember  
A/F Protein Canada Inc.  
Adcom Inc.  
Agropur Division Natrel  
The Ahluwalia Family  
Sandy and Margot Aird  
Air-Serv Canada Inc.  
Tino and Negin Alavie  
In Honour of Dr. Kenneth M. Alford  
Susan Allen and John Cerisano  
Altimira Investment Services Inc.  
AMJ Campbell Inc.  
Patrick Anderson and Chantal Gosselin  
Anime North  
Anixter Canada Inc. Golf Tournament  
AOL Canada Inc.  
Apotex Inc.  
Frances Armstrong in Honour of Mary Amelia Murchison  
Armstrong, Class of 1909  
Abdulkadir Askalan  
The Atkinson Charitable Foundation  
Atwood Labine Arnone McCartney LLP  
AUR Resources Inc.  
Estate of Arthur F. Austin  
Aviall Inc.  
Autism Speaks Canada  
Bob and Anne Aziz

B
Stephen and Phyllis Bachand  
Bahamas Telecommunications Company Limited  
Jack Michael Baker Tribute Fund  
Neil W. Baker Family
Tom Baker
Armando and Jacqueline Baldassarra and Family
Banana Bash Tribute Fund
BAPS Charities
Andrea Bargnani
Barrick Gold Corporation
The Baystock Foundation
Our Shining Star – Amy Beacock
Bealight Foundation
Sally K. Beattie
Bedford Furniture Industries Inc.
Believe
Sasha Bella Fund for Family-Centre Care
Beta Sigma Phi
Big Slick – in support of children’s health
Bingo Country Charities and Bingo Country
Black Photo Corporation
Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP
Bloomberg
Piergiorgio Boaretto
Tom and Chantal Bock
Boeing Employees’ Community Fund
Bombardier Inc. Employees Fund
Bothwell-Accurate Co. 2006 Limited
The Sian Bradwell Fund
Brampton Brick Limited
The Brand Factory Advertising and Design
The Branscombe Family Foundation
Bratty and Partners, LLP
Ellen and Gord Bray Family
Joseph F. Brennan and Danny J. Greenglass
The Brick
The Brides’ Project
Browns Shoes
Robert and Teresa Brouwer and Family
Bruno’s Fine Foods
Matthew, Hayley and Kaitlin Bryan
B-Strong Bash
Bubble Hockey for SickKids
Burgundy Asset Management Ltd.
Winifrede W.R. Burry
Daniel Burton Endowment Fund
Jim and Sara Burton
C
C. I. Mutual Funds Inc.
Martin and Allison Cairns
Calgary Foundation
R. Denys Calvin
Scott Cameron
John Garfield Campbell II Memorial Fund
Canada Chinese Computer Association
Canada Goat Inc.
Canada Post Corporation/Societe Canadienne des Postes
Canada’s Wonderland
Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association
Canadian Cancer Society – Ontario Division
Canadian Heritage Art Company: Peter and Belinda Priede
Canadian Sunshine Kids Foundation
The Canonfield Group
Cardinal Health Canada Inc.
Carpenters & Allied Workers Local 27 for Sabrina Gotma
Carpenters Union Central Ontario Regional Council
Carranza LLP
Carrie’s Dream Fund
Dr. Stanley and Lillian Cash
Castle Building Centres Group Ltd.
Caterpillar Tunneling Canada Corporation
CCL Industries Inc.
CDW Canada
Central Fairbank Lumber
CGC Inc.
Nicole Champagne and Michael Kyne
The Change Foundation
Children’s HeartLink
Child’s Play
Curtis Chow Memorial Fund
Ryan Chisim Charity Golf Tournament
The Chrysalis Capital Group Inc.
Chubb Insurance Company of Canada
Ciao Bella Dance Studio presents Dancing for the Children Gala
Ralph Ciccia “Kicks for Kids” Soccer Challenge
Cintran Enterprises Inc.
Dr. Ken Citron Charitable Trust
Thomas J. Clapp
Clarity Medical Systems Inc.
Peter and Catherine Clark
Clarus Securities Inc.
The Cochrane Family Foundation
Rosa Maria Barbara and Richard Cocq
Barry and Margaret Cohen
David and Sarah Cohen
Bryan and Barbara Colangelo and Family
Coleman Canada
The ConKer Ride
Conn Smythe Foundation
The Sydney and Florence Cooper Foundation
Barry and Sue Cooper
Bill and Gill Cooper
The Bryce Ashlyn Cormier Fund
Sandra Cowan
CPL Annual Charity Golf Tournament
Cruise for Kids Golf Tournament
Pauline Cryderman
Michael Cuccione Foundation
In Honour of Andrew Cunningham
Cure for Cystinosis
D
Daisy’s Eye Cancer Fund
David Dal Bello and Michele Farrugia
Damian’s Campaign
Samih Darwazah
DaSilva Racing
Chiara Emily De Matteis Memorial Golf
The Alison De Silva Fund
A Tribute to Sean I. Delaney
Dell Direct Giving Campaign
Jill Denham and Stephen Marshall
De Sario Family Festival of Lights
Deutsche Bank AG, Canada Branch
Jason and Audrey DeZwirek
Phillip and Peggy DeZwirek
Diamond and Schmitt Architects
Frederick and Douglas Dickson Memorial Foundation
The Dietrich Family
Digifund
The DiGiuseppe Family Quadra Design Studios
Dineen Construction Corporation
Do You Believe in Magic
Family and Friends in Honour of Sean Michael Doherty
Tal Doron – Tail’s Fund
Bob Dorrance and Gail Drummond
Dundee Securities Corporation
Duke Energy Gas Transmission
The Dunin Family
DYN Exporters Canada Inc.
Dynamic Fund Foundation

E
R. Alan Eagleson Golf Tournament
Earl O’Neil Electric Supply Limited
Eclipse Shutters Canada
The Edilcan Group of Companies
Elderwood Foundation
Roger and Nadia Elgner
Clare and Paul Estlick
Bruce W. Etherington Agencies Inc.
Gay and John Evans
Eximius Planned Giving Foundation

F
Fabricland Distributors Inc.
Fairweather Ltd.
Tom Falus
Families of Children With Cancer
The Fellin Invitational Golf Tournament
Festa Das Amigas, por Maria Andrade “We will fight cancer together”
Fine & European Jewellery
Jordana Fiorini Our Beloved Daughter
First Canadian Place Holiday Wrap Program
Rae and Nancy Fischer
The Willie and Mildred Fleischer Charitable Foundation
Robert and Brunhilde Foa
Ford Motor Company of Canada
France Lafora
The Mitchell Fraser Memorial Slo-Pitch Tournament
Freedom International Brokerage Inc.
Friends for Life Foundation
Friends for Life/Dr. Salter’s Friends
Friendship Charity Classic

G
G.I.F.T. Gala
G4S Security Services (Canada) Ltd.
Gabrielle’s Ride
Gajan’s Golf Classic
Ted Garrard
David, Daniel and Julian Geneen
Genzyme Canada Inc.
George Weston Limited
George’s Kids
Dr. Normand Gervais and Christine Bonelli-Gervais
James W. Gill
The Gillie Beans FUNd
Gloria Gillingham
Girl Guides of Canada Ontario Council
Glengarry Foundation
Annie Gnat
Paul, Gina, Rob, Noah and Jay Godfrey
Libby and Michael Gold
Goldman Sachs Canada
Dina Gordon Malkin
Gift of Gertrude Milrod Gotlib
Maxwell and Heather Gotlieb
Grady’s Gift Fund In Honour Of Grady Andrew King
Brian and Carol Grant
Grazie Ristorante
Greater Toronto Sewer and Watermain Contractors Association
Antonio and Marianna Greco
Greek Diaspora of Ontario – Imagine Every Child Healthy!
We Greeks Do! Gala
Griffiths McBurney and Partners
The Gross Family
Guggenheim Investment Management LLC
William Gulfoyle Endowment Where There’s a Will There’s a Way
The Guizzetti Family and the Golini Family

H
Mary Jo Haddad and Jim Forster
In Honour of Carly Mackenzie Hamilton
Joan and Clifford Hatch Foundation
Dr. M. Daria Haust
Linda Haynes and Martin Connell
Heart to Heart Charity
Help Innovations, Inc.
Hepburn Engineering Inc.
The Herschel Victor Foundation
Hershey Company
Nolen Walker Hicks
Andre and Jocelyn Hidi
Andrew and Joan Hill and Family
Histiocytosis Association of Canada
Joel and Lisa Hock and Family
Harold and JoAnn Hoffman ASPN Lectureship
Jonathan Holiday Fund
Holt Renfrew Annual Blossom Gala
Honda Canada Inc.
The Hope Charitable Foundation
Hope for John
The Kol Hope Foundation
The Hospital Activity Book For Children
The Hospital For Sick Children Critical Care Associates
Matthew Hower Foundation Inc.
The Annual HSC Golf Classic
In Honour of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hubbard and Mr. Jack Imrie
Paul and Judy Hurrell

I
IBM Canada Inc. Matching Gift Program
Ideal Fashion Show
Imagine Every Child Healthy
Intact Foundation
Intelliware Development Inc.
Interac Association
Interior Systems Contractors Association of Ontario
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 353
International Clothiers Inc.
International Union of Painters & Allied Trades
Christopher and Leslie Invidiata
Venl Iozzo, Dominic Buffone and Peter Buffone
Ismaili Run for Charity
Ivanhoe Cambridge
Suzanne Ivey Cook

Interac Association
Interior Systems Contractors Association of Ontario
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 353
International Clothiers Inc.
International Union of Painters & Allied Trades
Christopher and Leslie Invidiata
Venl Iozzo, Dominic Buffone and Peter Buffone
Ismaili Run for Charity
Ivanhoe Cambridge
Suzanne Ivey Cook

Christopher and Leslie Invidiata
Veni Iozzo, Dominic Buffone and Peter Buffone
Irving Consumer Products
Ismaili Run for Charity
Ivanhoe Cambridge
Suzanne Ivey Cook

Edward Jablonky and Anita Gagnon
Jackman Foundation
Jake’s Collection
Journey for Jacob fund in support of Dr. Weksberg’s Genetics & Genome Biology Research
Jarden Consumer Solutions
Jenal Investments Inc.
John and Joan Jerrett
Alan Jette
The Norman and Margaret Jewison Charitable Foundation
Alyssa Rae Johnson Endowment Fund

ChiuYee Kan
Patrick and Barbara Keenan
KEILHAUER
Roland Keiper
Peter and Margery Keller Fund
Kellogg Canada Inc.
Ruth Kerbel
KICKS Fund
Kids’ Health Links Foundation
Warren and Debbie Kimel Family Foundation
Kinross Gold Corporation
Sugrim Kissoon and The Kissoon Annual Golf Tournament
Kiwanis Club of Scarborough
David Knight
Ron and Lucinda Kogan
Helene Korn and Family

The George Koutroubis Charitable Foundation
Wayne Kozun and Isabella Kozun-White
Roanne and David Kroft

Labatt Breweries of Canada
Landscape Ontario Horticultural Trades Association
Lassonde Industries Inc.
Leonard Latchman
The Lawson Foundation
Lianne and Bruce Leboff
Donald and Marjorie Lenz
The Maxwell and Ruth Leroy Foundation
Gordon Lightfoot
Lindt and Hilton Tree of Hope
A tribute to Johnny Lombardi
In Memory of Penelope London
Long & McQuade Musical Instruments
Lonny’s Smile Foundation
Loretto Inn Dance-a-thon
Lovat Inc.
Luke’s Legacy
The Walker Lynch Foundation

M.A.C. Aids Fund
Skye MacDonald
John and Gail MacNaughton
Macquarie Group Foundation
Made In Japan Teriyaki Experience
Allen and Christine Magee
Malfar Mechanical Inc.
Diane Mara
Angelo Marinelli Memorial Fund
Marsh Canada – Employees
The Glen Marshall Memorial Golf Tournament
Sarabjit and Anmir Marwah
Gordon Mason
Angelo Marinelli Memorial Fund Inc.
MasterCard Canada Inc.
Jamshed Mavalwala
Mayer Tooling Company Inc.

Leo and Helen McArthur
Eugene McBurney
Harrison McCain Foundation
Margaret and Wallace McCain Family Foundation
Michael McCain
The McLean Foundation
David and Peggy McLeish
McMillan Family Foundation
McMillan LLP
MDS Inc.
Medavie Health Foundation
Medcan Clinic
Medtronic of Canada Ltd. and Medtronic Foundation
Mitchell Om Meharchand Endowment Fund
Anthony and Valerie Melman and Family
Mercedes-Benz Canada
Merchant Marketing Pro Audio Charity Golf Tournament
In honour of Albert Jean Merheb
Allan and Ruth Metcalfe
Michael Landsberg Celebrity Golf Classic
Miller Paving Limited
Miller Thomson LLP
Mini-Skool
Bruce H. Mitchell Foundation
Mito March – Kure for Kirkland
Moebius Syndrome Foundation
Moen Inc.
Monarch Corporation
Morgan Stanley Canada Ltd.
Alexander and Lorrie Morley
MSM (A Division of Magna Powertrain)
Kevin and Lissa Muir
Munich Re Canada (Life)
MX for Children – Inside Line Experience
George and Rayla Myhal

N.C. Cameron & Sons Limited
Miles Nadal
Florence Naimer
National Basketball Association
Queenie and Sol Nayman
ND Graphics
Robert and Joanne Nelson and Johanna Verhoeven
Nestle Canada Inc.
Newmont Mining Corporation
Nicola’s Kids Triathlon
Bill and Deborah Niven
Nobleton Weekend Walkers Golf Classic
Boris and Sophia Novansky
David and Allyson Nowak
NTG Clarity Networks Inc.

O
O and Y Properties Inc.
Thomas J. Obradovich
Oceana Ball
Rob O’Connor
Robin and Robert Ogilvie
Oldfield Partners LLP
Michael and Anne O’Mahoney
OMD Canada
Ontario Association of Cemetery and Funeral Professionals
Ontario Bar Association
Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation
Howie and Michelle Oram
Overlook International Foundation

P
Pactiv Canada Inc.
PanAfrican Group
Panasonic Canada
Par-Pak Limited
Frank and Diane Passafiume
The Jim Pattison Foundation
Kerry Peacock
Louis and Minnie Pearl and Family
Peel Association for Handicapped Adults in honour of
Michael Cole Holmes
PeopleSoft Inc.
Carlo and Jennifer Petosa
Pfizer
Pharmaceutical Partners of Canada and Southside Shuffle
The Physicians’ Services Incorporated Foundation
Mary Pickford Foundation
Pioneer Energy Foundation at Hamilton
Community Foundation
Pioneer Petroleum’s Children’s Foundation Fund
Jeff and Doris Plunkett
Ponderosa Campground Campers
Power Boating Canada Magazine
President’s Choice Financial
Primary Children’s Medical Center
Pro Tec Global Staffing
Punch Buggy 4 SickKids/Volkswagen Beetle Enthusiasts
Nigela and Wayne Purboor, Quickplay Inc.

R
Racing4Lives
Ralph Ciccia “Kicks for Kids” Soccer Challenge
Mark and Dawn Ram
Rameses Shriners
Randy River Inc.
Tony and Denise Randell and Family
Tom and Barbara Rashotte
RE/MAX All-Stars Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Diamond Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Eastern Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Georgian Bay Realty Ltd.
RE/MAX Hallmark York Realty
RE/MAX Legend Real Estate Inc.
RE/MAX of Wasaga Beach Inc.
RE/MAX Realty Enterprises Inc.
RE/MAX Realty Services Inc.
RE/MAX Unique Inc.
Regal Heights Golf Classic: Rocco and Gino Romualdi
Paul and Lea Reichmann Foundation
Lisa Reikman and Rick Bryan
Larry Repar and Maureen McCaffrey
The Doreen and Steve Resnick Family Foundation
Retro Boogie Night for SickKids
Rexall Foundation
Paul and Marjorie Richards
Jann A. Richards
Richmond Hill Country Club

S
Michael Sabia and Hilary Pearson
Vikas Sagar
Sam Sorbara Charitable Foundation
Sam’s Day – Sam Lack, Family and Friends
The Samuel Group of Companies
Sanofi
The Santa Claus Parade
Luigi and Mary Lou Santaguida
Reza Satchu and Marion Annau
Scarborough Muslim Association
Schneider Electric Waterman Plant Charity
Golf Tournament
Alan D. Schwarz
Charles and Mina Schwarz
Scotiabank Toronto Waterfront Marathon
Lawrence Scott
Chris and Marlies Seip
David and Wendy Share
Peter and Lydia Sharpe
Bruce, Theodora, and Greta Shaw
Sheet Metal Workers’ International Association
Shire Canada/Shire HGT
Alex and Simona Shnaider
Ride for SickKids
Lola Robb
Robbie’s Rainbow
Beatrice B. Robson
Lou and Marisa Rocca
Rogers AT&T Wireless
Ted and Loretta Rogers
Dr. Myroslava Romach and Dr. Edward Sellers
Alfredo and Moira Romano
Ronald McDonald Children’s Charities
RoseWater Group of Companies
Rosewill Investment Corp.
The Rossy Family Foundation
Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance Company of Canada
Royal Canadian Legion Ontario Provincial Command
Royal Containers
RoyalGold Inc.
Many U.A. Local 46 members apprenticed at SickKids, and some even helped to build the hospital. We have seen, firsthand, the incredible work that takes place here, and we are thrilled that we have the opportunity to give back. SickKids makes a vital difference for the children of Toronto and around the world.

– Terry Snooks, Business Manager, U.A. Local 46
Henry Wu and Connie Lee
Wyatt’s Warriors in loving Memory of
Wyatt Celsie-Swanton
Wyeth Consumer Healthcare Inc.

Y
Yamana Gold
York London Holdings Ltd.
York Professional Care and Education Walk-a-thon
Yorkdale Shopping Centre
Young Professionals for SickKids
Yusuf’s Day of Hope

Z
Zach D’Souza “Smiles for Miles” 4V4 Soccer Tournament
Lauren Zaracoff Memorial Fund
Stephanie Zavitz
Zurich Canada
Zzen Group of Companies

PARTNERS
$50,000 – $99,999

A
Aaron’s Apple
Abbott Laboratories Walk
Accenture
Actelion Pharmaceuticals Canada Inc.
The Advertising Club of Toronto
AGF Management Limited
Agnico-Eagle Mines Limited
Ishtiaq Ahmed
Aidan’s Quest Fund
David Aisenstat
Mohammad Al Zaibak
Alex Shapiro ‘Fighting Eagle’ Memorial Tournament
Alexion Pharma Canada Corp.
Alexis Skye Fund
Mario and Anna Alfano
Alignvest Capital Management
James N. Allan Family Foundation
Melanie and Frank Allen

AllySignal Aerospace Canada GO Club Employees
All-Star Gala In Support of SickKids Hosted by
West of Contra
The Hospital for Sick Children Alumnae Association of
The School of Nursing
Amexon Property Management Inc.
William Anglin
Annual Kardinal Official Christmas Event
Annual Scrapbooking Ladies
The Appugliesi Family
Ralph Aquino and Family
Danny and Charliatta Ardellini
Arrell Family Foundation
Artex Systems Inc.
Dr. Rand Askalan
Aspen Ridge Homes Ltd.
Ass. de L’Acidose Lactique Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean
Atlas Graphic Supply Inc.
AuctionJam
Frank and Margaret Auld
AVON Skyline Division
Melissa, Sloan and Barry Avrich

Sandra A. Beattie
Geoffrey Beattie
Deborah and David Beatty
Dr. Laurence Becker
The Belleville Shrine Club
Adriano Belli’s Big Kiss Fund
Mark Benadiba
Benchmark Benefit Solutions Inc.
Bennett Jones LLP
Reena Berlind and Lawrence Haber
Jerry Berman, Marsha Glassman and families
Paige Berry Memorial Fund
Bevertect CST Golf Tournament
Bike4Gabrielle
Daniel and Naomi Bielak
Biogen Idec Canada Inc.
Birch Hill Equity Partners Management Inc.
Blair Franklin Asset Management Inc.
Shawn and Karin Blainey
The Leonard and Felicie Blatt Foundation
Blossom Foundation
Gary Bluestein Charitable Foundation
BMW Group Canada and BMW GTA Retailers
J. Armand Bombardier Foundation
Bonnie and Friends Teddy Bear Affair
Cole Brager Epilepsy Research Fund
Bruce and Julia Bowser
Steve Bradley
Branden Bear’s Fun Fair
Brandes Investment Partners L.P.
Bridgestone Firestone Charity Golf Classic
Quentin and Dianne Broad
Jason and Amanda Brommet
The Lisa Brown Charitable Foundation
Evelyn Jean Brown
Don Buchanan
Michael Burgess Songs for Hope
The Burton Charitable Foundation
Butterflies and Beads – In Memory of Meaghan McCarthy
Cambridge Pro Fab Inc.
Vivian and David Campbell
Mark and Joanne Campbell
CanadaWide for Cancer
Canadian International Air Show
Canadian International Auto Show
Canadian Paper Connect
Cangene Corporation
Canister Direct
Canon Canada Inc.
Robbie Capotosto Fund
Francesco Carbone Jr. Golf Tournament
Marion Carcone
Daniel Cardoso Fund
Eric Carmona
Jessica Carr Fund
Ron Ronco
Cavalia Odysseo
CBRE Limited
Centennial Material Handling
Chico’s FAS Inc.
Children’s Wish Foundation of Canada
CHIN UP Foundation
Chip-In for Kids Golf Tournament in Memory of Peggy Phillips
Alison Choi
Chrysler Canada Limited
Kam Ting Chu
CIBC Mellon
Rita Ciccolini and Brian Patterson
Sam, Donna, Michael and Rita P. Ciccolini
Cineplex Entertainment
Circle 21
Cisco Systems Canada Co.
Citipark Inc.
Clarington Polar Bear Swim
Michael Pinball Clemons Foundation
Dr. Shane Climie and Dr. Brenda Andrews
The Cloox Company
Paul and Linda Cobb
Colossus Minerals Inc.
Jenny Coco and Michael Visocchi
Brian and Jackie Cohen
Colossus Minerals Inc.
Matthew and Giancarlo Colucci Fund
Comart Foundation
Complex Cares – Kids Helping Kids
Conam Charitable Foundation
Consulate General of India
The Joey Conte Foundation
Continental Gold Limited
Cook (Canada) Inc.
The Thomas and Sally Cook Team
Catherine M. Cooper
Cooper’s Iron and Metal Inc.
The Cope Family
David Copeland
In Tribute to Alexander John Corrance
Sharon Courrier
Fundraisers in Memory of Bailey Sarah Cowell
Crafting for a Cure
George Cranston
CReATe Cord Blood Bank
Crestview Investment Corporation
Critical Care Associates (HSC) – Drs. Barker, Bohn, Cox, Edmonds and Shemie
Teri Currie
CV Technologies Inc.

De Luca Plumbing
dEBra Canada
Matthew Del Fatti
Delta Hotels and Resorts
Di Carlo Family
Di Manno Bakery
Sara DiBiase Memorial Fund
Andy and Suzanne Dickison
Dinner at the Grano
Discover Communications Inc.
Discovery Toys
Do Something Sweet
Don Rogers 10K for Cancer
Loretta and Stephen Donovan
Carl L. Doughty
Charlie Downey
Downsview Group
Draeger Canada Ltd.
The Mitchell Benjamin Duckman Fund
Dundee Real Estate Asset Management
Andrew and Janet Dumford

EB Games Canada
Education Ventures
Eli Lilly Canada Inc.
Elmvale Jungle Zoo
John and Dinah Emery
Enterprise Rent-A-Car Annual Charity Golf Tournament
Eric’s Wish
Estelle Craig
Ervold Torokvei Foundation
Evans Investment Counsel
Philip and Sherry Evershed
Expedite Plus Inc.
Extrudex Aluminum
The Eye Nickel Trust

Kimberly Facca and James Barltrop
Fairmont Raffles Hotels International
Fairview Management Group
Family Skate, In Honour of Veronica Marie
The Fatt Family
Jordan Fawcett Slide for SUDEP
Jeffrey Feldberg and Waleuska Lazo-Feldberg
Barry Fenton
Joe Fernandes
Ferrero Canada Ltd.
FiAMMA Ristorante
Fidelity Investments Canada Limited
The Fielding Family
Violet Flawn
Maureen Flynn Endowment Fund
FlyRTW80 – Dave McLreow and Chris Elgar
Kevin and Beth Foley
Luis and Paula Fonseca
Food Basics
Foot Locker Canada
The Ford Martin Trust Fund
Forsyth/Auvinen Family Endowment Fund
Vito and Mary Ann Forte
Fortress Real Developments Inc.
Bradley and Rona Fox
Foyston Gordon & Payne Inc.
Fred Tayar and Associates
Dennis and Karen Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Fruitman
Future Focus Foundation

G

G.M. Sernas and Associates Employees Charitable Trust Fund
The Stephanie Gaetz Keepsafe Foundation
Garden Foods Ltd.
Jim Ganner
Gateway Newstands Inc.
Kirby Gavelin and Louise Tymocko
General Mills
The Genesis Foundation
Genetics Art Auction
The Georgian Charitable Foundation
Johnny Georgiou
A Tribute to Melissa Ger
Ryan Trevor Gibbs Memorial Fund in support of b.r.a.i.n.child
Norman and Mary Celina Giles
Haley and Kosty Gillis
Girl Guides Work Miracles with Tetley Iced Tea
Giuliano’s Journey Fund
GM Oshawa Truck Raffle for SickKids
Allan and Linda Gold
Goldcorp Inc.
Goldman Sloan Nash and Haber
Paul and Cheryl Gomez
Mary Ann Goodish
Goodman and Company
Gus Gougoulis
Jerry and Carole Grafstein
The Graham Family
Grant Thornton LLP
Greektown on the Danforth
Green Wood Gems Inc.
Dr. Mark Greenberg
Greens and Dreams Foundation
Grifols Canada Ltd.
Helen Gross, Lindy and Sheldon Goodman
The Peter Gruber Foundation
Guild Electric Limited
Nick Gurevich

H

H. B. Morningstar Industries Limited
Haggerty Holdings Limited
Terence Hall, Jane Ford, Davis and Gregory
The Harbinger Foundation
A Tribute to Dr. Derek Harwood-Nash
The Haskins Family
Dr. Robert H.A. Haslam
Hasty Market Corporation
Hatch
Heavy Construction Association of Toronto
Randy and Pattie Hebscher
HelpSTAR.com, Inc.
Mark Henkelman
Hero Ride

Peter Herrmann
Hilary Duff’s Birthday Benefit
The Jonathan Hill Memorial Fund
Harold E. Hinton
Lee Hodgkinson
John Holla
Frank and Christine Holmes
Holt Renfrew
Helen Holtby
Angela and Paul Holtham
Homlife/Metropark Realty Inc.
The Hooper/McLean Family
CHU Sainte-Justine
Ruth and Alan Horn
Hospital for Sick Children Department of Dentistry
House of Horvath Inc.
House of Praise/Caring Hearts – Walk for the Kids
Elmore and Margaret Howe
Lek Mei Hui in Memory of Yim Hui
Steven Hui Trust Fund
Robin and Judith Humphreys
John Hunkin and Susan Crocker
The Hunt Family Charitable Foundation
Patrick Husbands

I

I.A Financial Group
IC Savings Foundation
Industrial Accident Prevention Association
Alex Igelman and Dena Kamiel
John and Lorna Ing
Heather Inman
Interlock Industries (Ont.) Inc.
Investors Group Inc.
Kristian and Margaret Isberg
ITML Inc.
Richard and Beryl Ivey
Richard and Donna Ivey

J

Mahvash Maggie Jafari
Jaffna Central College Old Boys Association of Canada
JAH Corp.
Jalal’s Fund: Be The Change You Wish to See
James Richardson and Sons, Limited
JBS Foundation Inc.
The Jodamada Foundation
John and Isabelle Foundation
John Deere Foundation of Canada
Jona Holdings Inc.
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
David M.C. Ju Foundation
Julia’s Fund for APS 1

K
Wayne Kahn
Kalmor Family Foundation
Spencer Kalpin Memorial Fund
Donald B. Kaufman
Kawartha Dairy Ltd.
The Kazman Family
Sarah Ker-Hornell
John R. Kestle
Cynthia Kett and Family
Baseer Khan
Kiddo Canada
Ian Kidson
Kieran Thompson Charity Golf Tournament
Kiessling/Isaak Family Foundation at the Toronto Community Foundation
Dr. Peter and Jennifer Kim
King Koil
The Henry and Zelda Korenblum Family Charitable Foundation
Margaret Kirkwood
Kevin and Orit Kliaman
Klick Inc.
Ms. Kessler Knowling and Mstr. Brady Knowling
Stephen T.P. Koo
Judy Stein-Korte and Carl Korte
David and Sarena Koschitzky
Kruger Products
Kyle’s Fight

L
La Roche-Posay and Eczema Society of Canada
Claude Lafleamme
Lakeshore Dirt Riders Event
Jonathan Lansky and Marifel Pantojan and Family
Lanterra Developments Ltd.
Joe Lanzino and Family
The Bernard and Joy Laski Family Trust
Lori Latchman
Laughing with Ladybugs
Fionn and Eamonn Lay
LCBO Community Barbeque & Raffle
Leafs Fund
Ledcor Construction Limited
Suzanne Legge and Jeffrey Orr
Frank Leo
Jane and Dick LeVan
Liam’s Brigade, Inspired by Liam Cuttie
Ted and Lorraine Libfeld
Mark Libfeld
Lincon Mangement
Lindsay and Associates
Jake Lipkus and Family
The Lipson Family Charitable Foundation
Lisa’s Walk/Run for SUDEP Aware
Lissy’s Fund
Hersh Litvack
Griffith and Christina Lloyd
Bosko and Carol Loncarevic
Martha Claire Loncarevic
Tom Long and Leslie Pace
Maria A Lopez Tribute Fund
Antonella Lorenti-Haas
Lucent Technologies
Frank Luk
Douglas and Anne Lunau
Lupus Foundation of Ontario
Lupus Grand Prix

M
Joan MacKay
Madison’s Mission
Maid of the Mist Steamboat Company Limited
Maksteel Inc.
Mandarin Charitable Foundation
Jay Mandarino
Mark Mandelbaum Family Foundation
Luciana Maniak
Sandy and Dean Manjuris
Patrick Manley and Ann Lomax
Maple Lodge Farms Foundation
The Marler Families
The Mariano Elia Foundation
Marigold Foundation
Peter Marrone
Keith and Jennifer Martin
Mason Windows Limited
Massie Research Laboratories Inc.
Masters Insurance Limited
Irving and Esther Matlow
Maya’s March
Jens Mayer
In Honour of Noah Everton Mayers, the Rainbow in our Sky
McCain Foods Limited
George McClay
McCormick Canada
Stephen and Jennifer McDonald
McDonald’s Restaurants of Canada Ltd.
McGregor Industries
James Gordon Brodie McKeddie
The John McKellar Charitable Foundation
McLeish Orlando LLP
Julian James McMahon Tribute Fund
McNally Construction Inc.
Megan McNeil Gene Discovery Program
MDS NORDION
Media Experts
Steve and Nadine Meehan
Kristi Mehisto
Mentana Group of Companies
Mentor College Fashion Show
Menu Foods Limited
Metrix Ready Mix
MFS Investment Management
Hunter Milborne
Milborne Real Estate
Paul Millar
Mark and Herlinda Miller
Milli Ltd.
Kenneth and Patricia Mills
Tom and Sarah Milroy
Owen Mitchell
Mississauga Dragon Boat Festival
Modern Niagara Toronto Inc.
Moms to be and More
Moose In The City – Produced by Toronto Special Events
The Morningview Foundation
Theagarajan and Maureen Mosur
Rami Mozes
Mundo Media
Mrs. Vanelli’s Fresh Italian Foods
Peter and Melanie Munk
Peter Murdoch and Brenda Royce
Muskoka Bear Wear

Larry Naccarato
NAFA Golf Tournament
The Barry and Esther Naiberg Family (Michael and Diana Naiberg, Robyn and Jason Goldberg, Jody and Jonathan Yoken)
Nanlark Holdings Ltd.
National Homes
National Life
National Logistics Employees
National Post Reader Sales and Service Employees
Neinstein and Associates LLP
Nelvana Limited
Nevada Learning Series Inc.
The Niro Family
No Frills, a Division of Loblaw Companies Limited
Nobelpharma Co. Ltd.
Northern Objects Web Services Inc.
Arjang Nowtash
Sandra Nymark

O
P. & L. Odette Charitable Foundation
OdysseyRe Foundation
Order of the Eastern Star
Orientex
Orlando Corporation
John and Chris O’Sullivan
The Ouellette Family Foundation

Professor Cecil Robert Pace-Asciak
Paediatric Critical Care Associates
Martin and Karen Pahnke
Barbara and Robert Palter
Parbusters Golf Tournament
Paterson, MacDougall Barristers and Solicitors
Paulcorp Investments Inc.
Suzanne Pavelick
PCL Constructors Canada Inc.
PCL/Aecon Joint Venture Employees
Peloton 65 for Thomas Meuller
Rose C. Perri
Michael H. Petritz
PHACE Foundation of Canada
PHSA Corporation
Pinetree Capital
Plan Group Electrical / Mechanical / Communications Contractor
Nicholas Plouffe
Jonathan Pollack and Sacha Hayward
Port Perry Fundraiser
Shawn D. Porter and Nancy Horsman
Potash Corporation Saskatchewan Inc.
PowerOne Capital Markets Limited
The Powis Family Foundation
Priestly Demolition Inc.
Prince Edward District Masons
Proform Industries Ltd.
Robbie Pryde
Michael and Connie Pun
Ray, Vivian, Sarah and Eric Punzalan
Nick and Irene Puopolo

Quality Plus Marketing
Queen’s Rowing Erg-A-Thon

Ferris Rafauli
Pasquale Raviele
Raycor Mechanical Services Inc.
Raynor Canada Corp
RCMP Toronto North Det./RCMP Veterans Association
Georgian Bay Division
RE/MAX 2000 Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Ability Real Estate Ltd.
RE/MAX Condos Plus Corporation
RE/MAX Country Classics Ltd.
RE/MAX Crossroads Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Jazz Inc. Brokerage
RE/MAX Niagara Realty Ltd.
RE/MAX North Country Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Performance Realty Inc. Brokerage
RE/MAX Quality One Limited
RE/MAX Quinte Ltd. Brokerage
The Ready-to-Wear Bear Auction
Red Rose Ball
Andrew and Mary Redington
Redknee Inc.
Andy Redmond
Reichmann Family
Cheryl Reicin and Allan Kaplan
Remember Miranda in support of Rhabdomyosarcoma Research
Research Capital Corporation Employees
Reynolds Family
Robb Richardson
Mark Rider
Riley’s Walk
Rio Algom Limited
RioCan Management BC Inc.
The Ritz Banquet Hall
River Realty Development (1976) Inc.
The Norman and Marian Robertson Charitable Foundation
Robmar Developments Inc.
Peter, Tina, Marie and Christina Rocca
S

S&C Electric Canada
Dr. Salter’s Friends
Stan Samole
The Sanfilippo Children’s Research Foundation
Olivia Santarelli Fund in Support of Research for Osteosarcoma
Sceptre Investment Counsel Limited
Doug and Christine Schild
Schneider Electric/Square D Foundation
The Schneider Family Foundation
Martin and Marla Schwarz
Janice Schwarz-Ware
Joel M. Scoler
Jim and Karin Scott
A tribute to Spencer Scowcroft
The Samuel Sebba Charitable Trust
Selba Kitchens and Baths
Select Acoustic Supply
In Honour of Michael James Serba
Robert and Naomi Shapero and Family
The Justin Sherwood Scholarship Fund
In Loving Honour of Luke Kenneth Sherwood
Bruce and Claire Shewfelt
Shine 4 Kids
Shiu Pong Group of Companies
Adam William Shollert Tribute Fund
ShopSickKids.com
Show One Entertainment Inc.
Patti Perras Shugart and Paul Shugart Siblings Inc.
SickKids Charity Volleyball Tournament
SickKids Race Across America (S.K.R.A.A.M.)
Silver Wheaton
Larry and Janet Skelly
SKOR Food Group Golf Tournament
Carol and Paul Slavens
Michael A. Smedley
Smith and Nephew
Sarah Smith Fund
SMK Speedy International Inc.
Derek and Sara Smyth
Jordan and Sandi Soll and Family
Somerville Dance Academy Recital
Tristan Sones
Sony of Canada Ltd.
Southern Cruisers Ride for SickKids
Spencer Stuart & Associates (Canada) Ltd.
Spin Master
Springs Canada Inc. Employees
Sprott Asset Management
St. George’s Society of Toronto
The Stadelhofer Family
Aaron Joseph Stancer Memorial Fund
Audey Stanleigh Leukemia Research Foundation
Star Choice Financial Group Inc.
Starboard Value LP
Paul Steep and Anne McNeilly
Joseph and Theresa Stephen
Stewart Title Guaranty Co.
Mary and George Stratis
Michael and Gayle Strofolino
Andrew and Jennifer Stuart
Subaru Canada Inc.
John and Shannon Sullivan
Lillian Sung
Supercom Canada
Mike Svetkoff and Sharon Schuringa
Swampy Memorial Golf Tournament
Swarovski Canada Limited
Swim 4 Life: Jade Scognamillo
Synorg Chemicals Inc.

T

John Tait
Larry and Judy Tanenbaum and Family
Reid James Tanner Memorial Fund
Philippe Tardif and Christine T. Moss
Tecniplast USA Inc.
Edo Teku
Tenn Menn Group
Alaina and Glen Tennison
In Honour of Max, Zachary and Jonathan Terner
Chave Langbord and Burnett Thall
A. and M. Thavarasalingam
Shaun and Anja Thimm
Thomas, Large & Singer Inc.
Thornhill Woods Haunted House Event
A tribute to Benjamin Thornewell
TMDL Property Management
Teresa To
Jonathan Toll and Jacqueline Heffernan
Kenneth and Catherine Toms
Tom’s Place
Toromont Industries Ltd.
Toronto Academy of Dentistry
The Toronto Firefighter Calendar
Toronto Hydro
Toronto Hydro Employees Charity Trust Fund
Toronto Kitchen Equipment Ltd. & Friends
Toronto Police Service West Collision Reporting Centre
Toronto Symphony Orchestra
The Toronto Wholesale Produce Association
Toshiba Celebrity Golf Classic
Total Credit Recovery Limited
Towers Perrin
Township of King
United Association of Plumbers and Pipe Fitters
United Transportation Union Local 483
Universal Workers Union Local 183
Urbacon Limited
Erol and Ayca Uzumeri

V
Valeant Canada Limited
Dr. Taufik A. Valiante
Peter and Teresa van Schaik
Vaughan Rangers Minor Atom A Hockey Team
Henry and Ann Louise Vehovec
Rasool and Neema Verjee
Gino Vettoretto and Isabel Vettoretto
Visa Canada
Mac Voisin and Marcela Bahar
Volvo Cars of Canada Limited
David Vu and Brigitte Obregon

W
The Family and Friends of Alexander Waddington
WagJag
Wakefield Castrol Canada
Madeleine Walker
The Walter Family
Warner Music Canada Ltd.
Marjorie V. Waters
Amy Watson
The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co.
The WB Family Foundation
The Jack Weinbaum Family Foundation
Brent and Sharon Weiser and Family
Sarah White
Barrie A. & Deedee Wigmore Foundation
Scott Wilkie
Dianne Wilkins
Jim and Kim Williams
Willy’s Greenhouses Limited
Beth Wilson
Mike and Terry Wilson (from Bragg Creek)
Judy Winberg and Andy Pollack
The MacKenzie Brinker Winch Research Fund
Sam and Julie Winberg and Family
Steve Winch and Corinne Brinker
Robert Witmeyer and Patricia Barna-Witmeyer
Chad and Lisa Wolford
Tak Hing Wong

X
Xerox Canada Ltd.

Y
Yamaha Gold
The Yellow Bus Foundation
York Marble Tile and Terrazzo Inc.
Young & Rubicam Advertising
Young Presidents’ Organization
Brian and Nancy Young

Z
Reinhard and Jeanne Zeller
Honghui Zhuang

SPONSORS
$25,000 – $49,999

# 3M

A
A Round For A Reason
Theodore and Diana Abdo
Elizabeth Abraham
Active Green + Ross
Silvester Adamcik
Grant Adams, Clara Adams and Judith Hilton
Howard Adelman
Anastasia “Tessa” Agelopoulos
Ahepa Family Charitable Foundation of Canada
Cintia De Aguiar
Air Transat
Airex Inc.
Al Palladini’s Pine Tree Ford Lincoln
Tom and Natalie Alcamo  
Ammar Al-Joundi  
Aloette Cosmetics of Canada  
Aloha Foundation  
Marc Altshuller  
Amali Gala  
Keith Ambachtsheer, Virginia Atkin and Peter Ambachtsheer  
Ammereilla of Canada Ltd.  
Carl and Thelma Anderson  
David Anderson  
Andrew Foundation  
In Honour of Carol Ann Anglin  
Annual Baby & Kids Gear Yard Sale  
Annual Golf for Grace  
Shayne and Lisa Armstrong  
M. Denise Arsenault  
The Marion Armstrong Charitable Foundation  
The Ashby Family  
Asia Pacific Lifts (Canada) Ltd.  
Salid Assefi  
Associazone Trapanesi Di Toronto (ATEM)  
Austin’s Cardiac Kids  
Auto Workers Community Credit Union  

B  
Chris Bacon  
Jeff and Deb Bacon  
Aubrey and Marsha Baillé  
John and Ingrid Bajc  
Carlo Baldassarre Family  
Nolan Law Banh Memorial Fund  
Dan and Kathy Barclay  
J. D. Barnett  
John and Mary Barnett  
Barometer Capital Management Inc.  
David, Rachel, Matthew and Zoe Baron  
Eli Barr and Sandy Posluns  
In Honour of Kirsten Barr-Besko  
Bassett & Walker International Inc.  
Sarith Batner  
Bathurst St United Church  
Percy Albert Batt and Vlynne McBride  
Bay of Quinte Pledge Centre – Ed and Freda Way  
Robert Beaumont  
Serena and Shawn Beber  
In Honour of Megan Anne Beck, Love Family and Friends  
Bob and Zelia Bek  
Bell, Temple Barristers and Solicitors  
Penelope J. Bell and Jack Pasht  
Geoff and Nancy Belsher  
Bryan and Gudrun Bennett  
Susa and Justus Benseler  
Bereaved Jewish Families of Ontario  
Dr. Jeffrey L. Berger  
Berman Family Fund for the Cystic Fibrosis Clinic  
Donald Berman Foundation  
Bike for Mike  
In Honour of Haji Haroon Bilwani and Majida Bilwani  
Jason L. S. Birnboim  
The Bitove Foundation  
Bitton Family  
Darren J. Biasutti  
Blazing Trails for SickKids  
Ida Bloom  
Blue Sky Clothing  
Melanie Blum Memorial Fund  
Julia Blyth Fund  
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Boal  
Bobby C’s Annual Charity Golf Tournament  
Anthony G. Borg  
The Boston Consulting Group of Canada  
In Honour of Keenan Boston  
Mario Bottero  
Matthew James Bottini Fund  
Bounce to Bounce Back  
Andrea, Greg, Mackenzie and Grace Bowen  
Michael Bowick and Joanne Peters  
Brager Family  
Bramalea Secondary School  
Jamie and Leah Bras  
The Rudolph P. Bratty Family Foundation  
Ron and Susan Bresler  
Kathleen Bresnahan  
The Brettler/Mintz Foundation  
Harold and Kathleen Bridge  

C  
Maximilian Cachia Fund Supporting Genetic Research  
Caesar/MDF Mechanical Charity Golf Tournament  
Camp Oki – Toronto Marathon Fundraiser  
Stephen and Stella Cain  
Donald and Nancy Cameron  
Holly’s Heart Fundraiser in Honour of Holly Grace Cameron  
Craig and Samantha Campbell  
Campbell Soup Company Ltd. Employees Charitable Fund  
Linda C. Campbell  
Canadian National Autism Foundation  
Canal Fest Car Show  
Canderel Stoneridge Equity Group  
Leonard Caplan  
In Honour of Erminia Cantamesse, Dhimiter Kerci, Agata Maniscalchi, and Polizoi Mbrice  
Chris Carbone  
Duncan and Jennifer Card  
Lucinda Cardinal and Daniel Tamkin  
L. Robin Cardozo and Jeff Richardson  
Mario Cariati  
Mike, Lea and Daniel Carleton  
Patrick and Marley Carroll  
Bruce and Betty Cartwright  
The Carwell Charitable Foundation  

The Bridle Bash Foundation  
Mark Bristow  
Quentin and Dianne Broad  
Glen and Heather Brol  
Ann E. Brown Foundation  
Brooks Brothers  
J. B. Buckley  
Jim J. Buckley  
Ray and Mary Buncic  
Don and JoAnn Bundock  
Ken Burgess  
Michelina Guaitieri Burd  
Gail Burnett and Daniel Rumack  
Gwen Burrows  
Business Depot  
Nigel Byars  
Jim Byrd and Carol Bagozzi
The partnership between Pizza Pizza and SickKids Foundation through Children’s Miracle Network has been integral to the success of our ever-growing fundraising programs. Our bi-annual campaigns are meaningful to the Pizza Pizza management, our franchise operators, and our customers. We have so much respect for the professionals at SickKids, who are wholly passionate in what they do: fighting for a healthier future for our children.

– Pat Finelli, Chief Marketing Officer, Pizza Pizza
Elite Construction
Kevin J. Ellis
Elpis Foundation
Mark Endras
Ericsson Canada Inc.
George and Doone Estey
Wilfred M. Estey
Christian and Florence Exshaw
The Eyton Family

Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Freedom
Friends of Bunky
Alexei Fox
Robert and Tania Francki
George Friedmann and The Windsor Arms
Gary Funderlich and Rob Ridgeway
Mr. Sam Fung
Mark Fung Event

Jim Gaiger
Tony and Erin Galante
Gallop and Gallop Advertising
David R. Galloway
Ronald Gay
Mariann and Steve Geist
The Employees at General Motors Acceptance Corporation
Geoff and Steve’s Annual Charity Golf Tournament
The Gordon and Lorraine Gibson Family Foundation
Glenn Gibson
Alastair W. Gillespie
Massimo and Pauline Giovannetti
Lindsay Glazer
A tribute to Albert Gnat
In Honour of Dr. Morton Goldbach
Michael & Libby Goldgrub Foundation
Ori and Trish Goldman
Larry and Anette Goldstein
Golf 4 Hope
Golf for A Cause (in Support of Cardiac Kids)
Goodfellas Invitational Golf Tournament
Beverley, Harvey, Noah and Jared Gordon
A tribute to Sabrina Gotman
Allen & Milli Gould Family Foundation
Grafikom.MIL
Grafton Utility Supply Ltd.
Allister Graham and Susan Freeman
H. Laurie Graham
The Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons
Al and Malka Green
Morton Greenburg
Jillinda Greene

Jason Greenlees – The Big Goal Game, Ironman 2011
Edward Greenspan
Greenwin/Shiplake/Dynacare
Bonnie Greer
Greg Needs You Committee
Paul and Harleen Grewal
David and Lena Grieve
Anne and Jonathan Griffiths
Leonard J. Griffiths
Robert Grimson
Paul Gross
Jennifer Grossklaus
Larry Grove
GSA Annual Golf Tournament
Craig and Nancy Gunter
Carmen and Vicky Guglietti
Riccardo and Lisa Guglietti
Gulfstar Contracting Limited
Ross Gurreri Fund
Alan Gutmann and Lori Unger-Gutmann and Family

H & R Developments
Ross A. Hamlin
Richard Hammond Memorial Golf Tournament
The Hand Family
Scott and Ellen Hand
Joyce B. Harnden
Paulette Harris and Doug Blair
Graham and Muriel Hart
Ryan Hassan
Michael and Naneve Hawke and Family
Cecil and Susan Hawkins
The William and Nona Heaslip Foundation
Heather and Little Limited
Hellenic Heritage Fund
Audrey S. Hellyer Charitable Foundation
Philip and Kim Henderson
Glynis A. Henry
Peter Herman and Janet Polivy-Herman
Rob and Jane Herman
George Herezeg
George T. Hervey
Herzog Family
HHT Conference Fundraiser
Highland Foods Inc.
B. A. Himel Family Foundation
Chris and Jennifer Hind
Benjamin Hitner
Timen P. Ho
Hockey 4 SickKids Event
Hockley Valley Resort
Isabel Hoffman
Kathleen A. Hogle
HOK
Richard and Donna Holbrook
Nichol Honeywell Limited Employees Charitable Fund
Hope for a Future Walkathon
Nicholas and Catherine Holland
Honeywell Limited Employees Charitable Fund
Hope for a Future Walkathon
Ed Hore and Rebecca Thompson
Terry B. Hostikka
Stephen and Carolyn Houlden
House Lighting Ceremony
Paul, Maria and Vaughan Huck
The Huculak Foundation
Bill Hudson, Jr.
Bill and Rennie Humphries
Lindsay and Susan Hunt
Nelson Arthur Hyland Foundation
Max and Geraldine Jackson
Sydney Zoey Jacobs and Jordan Taylor Jacobs
In honour of Jillian Jacques
Jack and Helen Jarvis
Javelin Technologies Inc. Bowl-a-thon
The Dr. Jay Charitable Foundation
Jazz for Herbie
Diane Jeffreys
Peter Jelley
D’Arcy David Jewell
John’s Plate
Luci Baines Johnson
Richard and Margaret Johnston
Richard W. Johnston
Jonathan Holiday Memorial Baseball Tournament
Jones DesLauriers Insurance Management Inc.
Howard and Zoe Jones
Matthew Jones
Louise Joseph
Julius Banquet Centre Golf Tournament
Erla and Martin Juravsky
T. Kalafatis and Family
Fred Kane Gormley Cup
Frank Karakas
Aubrey and Lynn Kauffman
Diane A. Kazarian
KBSH Spirit Foundation
Margaret Keatings
Henry P. Kendall Foundation
Bryan and Carolyn Kerdman
Paul, Liz, Griffin, Charlie and Isla Kerr
Michael Keough
Dr. Tony Khoury
Kiani Charitable Foundation
Maya Kim Fund in Support of Neuroblastoma Research
Barbro Kimel
Gwen and Jim Kimmett and Family
Kevin Kimsa
A and A King Family Foundation
Paula Kirsh
Kofi Ankoma-Mensa ‘King Fee Classic’
KnightStone Capital Management Inc.
A Tribute to Caden Koo
Kenneth S. Kam Koo
Toba Korenblum Fund
John and Odarka Koshyk
Richard Kostoff
Patricia Koval
Cameron and Carolyn Koziskie
Christina Kramer
Toby and Willy Kruh
Jamieson Kuhlmann Memorial Fund
Peter Kwan
Alan Kwong
L.I.U.N.A. Ontario Provincial District Council
Anne Marie La Traverse
La Vedette and Real Systems Golf Classic
Jacquie Labatt
Gabriel Lam
The Family of Natalie Lam
Daimon Eric Lamch
Edward and Patricia Lamch
Landquest Ventures Inc.
Bruce and Kathleen Langstaff
Claudette Langton
Rosen Lawrence
Edda and Ron Laxer
Michael and Jane Lay
Reva James Leeds
Allan Leighton
Terrence and Mari Jo Leon
Les Must de Cartier Canada Inc.
Donna and Fredrick Leslie
Gary E. Lewis
Steve Lewis
Liberty Health
Sheeldon and Francine Libfeld
Philip and Sherri Lieberman
Atilio and Nives Lio and Family
Dianne Lister and Ronald Weinberger

Indo-Canada Chamber of Commerce
InStore Products Ltd.
IntesaBci Canada Annual Golf Tournament
Insurance Brokers Association of Ontario
Islamic Foundation of Toronto
Shinya Ito
Rosamond Ivey
Jackson White Beach Volleyball Tournament
Jackson’s Hope FORE Hydrocephalus
Little York Books and Cafe
James Loewen
Ashley Logan Tribute Fund
In honour of Treise Autumn Logan
Jeff and Sherrie Logan
Margaret and Donald Long
Kevin Louie
Rick and Angie Lovat
Jessica Lovelock
The Lowidt Foundation

M
Ian and Nancy MacKellar
H. Ross Mackinnon
Bruce and Jodi Macpherson
Robert and Dorothy Madden
Gerry Mahoney
Manarin Family
Charles Manchee
Mandarin Club / Air Canada International Kitefest
Leslie and Wendy Mandelbaum
Robert J. Manning
Manvers Pineridge Video Oldtimers
Marche de Nicholas
Marel Contractors
Doug and Susie Marshall
Christopher and Doreen Martin
Mary Josephine Tataryn
Ewan D. Mason
Anne Matlow
In Honour of James Scott McAdam
Daniel McCarthy and Colleen Moorehead
Peter and Judy McCawley
Andrew and Johanne McCreath
Cole McCubbin
McDonnell Douglas Foundation
The Sandford McFarlane Family Foundation
The Brooke McGill Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald T. McGoey and Family
Doug McGregor
Ken McKay
Damian McKerr Memorial Golf Tournament
Robert McKinney
McNeil Consumer Healthcare
Donna McNicol
Daniel and Cindy McPhee
Edward McQuillan
The Mendelson Family Foundation
Miguel Mendes
Metering Technologies Conference
Metropolitan Toronto Police Association
Seth and Theresa Mersky
Sharon and Howard Meyer
Tamas and Irene Mihalik
Seanna Millar
Peter Miller
Pamela Mills
Greg Mills and Lynn Richardson
Joseph and Kimberly Mimran
Beatrice and Arthur Minden Foundation
Sheila Minsk
Frankie Mirabella Tribute Fund
Rick and Barbara Mitchell
Deen Mohideen Fund
Fazal and Carmela Mohideen
Molson Toronto Brewery Employees
Monitor Company Canada
Cheryl Morantz
James Mountain and Joanne Weaver
In Honour of Alice Muckle
Robert Muir and Marta Smith
Thomas W. Murphy

N
Nancy’s Very Own Foundation
Sreedhar Natarajan and Chandra Lyer
Elizabeth Nelson
Richard Nesbitt
Newman’s Own Foundation
Albert and Susan Ng
Lorraine Ng Charitable Foundation
The Gitta Nishuma Foundation
Nordic Merrell Dow Recherche
Nordstar Aerospace Inc.
Brent and Julie Carmichael Norton
C. J. Nott
Nottawasaga Foundation

O
Oak Ridges Food Market
Oakville Taekwondo Academy
Jamie O’Brien
Scott O’Brien
Harper Lauren O’Brien Fund in support of the Neonatology Intensive Care Unit
In Honour of Kaitlyn O’Brien
Dr. Hugh O’Brodovich and Family
Occupational Therapists for Herbie
Halee Ochshorn Fund in support of Glycogen Storage Disease
E. and G. Odette Foundation
On The Floor
One of a Kind Show and Sale
Ontario College of Pharmacists Staff
Ontario Cystic Fibrosis Camp
Operation Springboard, Diversion Program
Tom and Susan O’Neill
Sarah Teddy Ann Onley
Ryan Ophelders
Anthony and Angie Oram
Elaine Orfus and Stanley Helpert
Organon Inc.
Dean and Mara Orrico
Jennifer Osborne Memorial Fund

P
Pace Family Foundation
Gerald Panneton
Dr. Blake Papsin
Paradigm Capital Inc.
Park Avenue Nite Club
Philip and Katie Patterson
A tribute to Michael Jameson Payne
Pearson Canada
Michael B. and Martha Pedersen
Pediatric Glaucoma Family Association
Nancy Pencer
Penner Family
PERI Formwork Systems Golf Tournament
Fran and Mel Petersiel
Pheonix Francis Have a Heart Walkathin
In Honour of Paula Dawn Phelan
Philip Demolition
In Honour of John K. Phillips and June Henrietta Phillips
Stephen A. Pike and Lori Miller
Patricia and Douglas Pinkney
Rose Pirri
William Pitt
In Honour of Giulia Pittini
Platform Computing Corporation
Jamie, Jennifer, Joshua and Lauren Pollack
Playdate 2010
Irving Posluns
Scott B. Prior
Craig Proctor
Prudential Securities Incorporated
Peter Puzzo
Karen Rieger
Ring Radiator Products (1989) Limited
Brian and Monica Roberts
Rochester Area Foundation
A Tribute to Jared Rodness
Rolex Canada Ltd.
Roma Cares – Roma Moulding
Sean Roosen
The Rose Family
Lee and Nancy Rosenbluth
Mark Rosenhak
Jeffrey and Lori Rosenthal and Family
Ron and Cynthia Rosenthal
Rotary Club of North York
Avrom and Fonda Roth
Ron and Jacqueline Routh
In honour of Dr. Joanne F. Rovet
Royal Canadian Golf Association
Royal St. George’s College Fashion Show
Roynat Capital
Greg Rudka and Sharon Westman
Run Across Canada
Dr. Molly Rundle and Stephen Lister
Lynda and Eamon Ryan
Karen Rieger
Ring Radiator Products (1989) Limited
Brian and Monica Roberts
Rochester Area Foundation
A Tribute to Jared Rodness
Rolex Canada Ltd.
Roma Cares – Roma Moulding
Sean Roosen
The Rose Family
Lee and Nancy Rosenbluth
Mark Rosenhak
Jeffrey and Lori Rosenthal and Family
Ron and Cynthia Rosenthal
Rotary Club of North York
Avrom and Fonda Roth
Ron and Jacqueline Routh
In honour of Dr. Joanne F. Rovet
Royal Canadian Golf Association
Royal St. George’s College Fashion Show
Roynat Capital
Greg Rudka and Sharon Westman
Run Across Canada
Dr. Molly Rundle and Stephen Lister
Lynda and Eamon Ryan
Rachel’s Rainbow
Ali Rahbar
Taranjit Randhawa
Ranjani Orchestra by Moorthy Family and Group
Vikram and Julie Rao
Leon and Sue Raubenheimer
Anthony H. Rauscher
RBI’s for Rachel
Mercer Rang
RE/MAX Blue Springs Realty (Halton) Inc.
RE/MAX Premier Inc.
Rebekah’s Swim across Lake Ontario
David and Tracy Reid
Catriona Rose Richard Memorial Fund
in support of the NICU
Robin and Penny Richards
Ralph F. D. Richardson
Remembering Little Angels
Denis Richardson and Susan Gong
Ride for Christian
S
Millet and Nancy Salter
Sand Hill Group Foundation
A tribute to Dr. Norman Saunders
Andrea M. Sass-Kortsak
Rustom and Zarina Satchu
Michelle Savoy and Chip Pittfield
Tom and Jennifer Scheuring and Family
John E. Schmidt
The Score Golf Classic
Gil and Linda Scott
Second Chance Dinner & Dance
Serli & Siroan
The SF Charitable Foundation Employees
Marianne Seger
Service Door Industries Limited
J. Chris Sexton
SFA Productions Inc.
Shaft Family
Sandra Shamas
Share the Power of Purple
The Sharp Foundation
Dr. Sam Shemie
Noel Shen
Peter Sheppard
Sheridan College Students, Staff and Faculty
Rena Sheskin and Grant Stirling
Shine Bright Danika Charity Golf Classic
The Shlesinger Family
Shokokai Golf Tournament – Toronto
Japanese Association of Commerce & Industry
Ruth Shriner
SickKids Summer Toy Drive
Evan and Garnet Siddall
Nickolaos Sideris
Reid Joseph Sidwell Fund
Allan and Hinda Silber
Nathan and Lily Silver Family Foundation
Dustin Silverberg Fund in support of Neuroblastoma
Earl D. Silverman
Peter and Carrie Simon
SimplexGrinnell Fire Protection Employees Charitable Fund
Sandra L. Simpson
SINDICATE – WNJE Charity Golf Tournament
Sarah M. Skelton
SkyDome Corporation
Zoë Slayer
Sluggers Collectables Beanie Bash
A Tribute to Franco Smeriglio
The Smile Fund
In Memory of Sarah Conway Smith
Stephen Smith and Dorothy Woltz Foundation
Marilyn and Orlando Snead
Soap for Hope Car Wash for SickKids
Richard So
Hany and Rana Soliman
Solmon Rothbart Goodman LLP
Songs for Hope
Natalie and Sidney Sommer
Tessa Evangeline Spehar Fund in support of General Surgery 5B
The Spiropoulos Family
Stand Up For Kids
State Farm Insurance Companies
St. Ignatius Of Loyola
Beatrice and Michael Stephen
Christopher Stephenson Memorial Golf Tournament
Will Stephen
David Stier
Straticom Planning Associates Inc.
Stride for Life
Andrew Stronach and Juliana Paris
Studio B Productions
The Sudbury Charity Golf Tournament for SickKids
Kevin and Sandra Sullivan
Summer Water Sports Event
Sunrise Medical Beach Volleyball Tournament
Margaret Sutcliffe
A tribute to Craig G. Suttie
Swim for the Kids
Swiss Re Life and Health Canada
Beata Swist

Michael Timmers Memorial Fund
Tippet Foundation
TKO Transportation Inc.
Honourable Brian and Jodean Tobin
William and Debbie Tomlin
Tomlinson Family
Torbear Contracting Inc.
Toronto Elegant Lions Club
Toronto Food Truck Festival
Bell-Toronto Maple Leaf Alumni Charity Golf Classic
Toronto Paragon Lion’s Club
The Employees of the Toronto Stock Exchange
David and Heather Toswell
Ali Totonchian
The TR Family Trust
In honour of Dr. Hugh Gordon Thomson
Benjamin Thornwell Memorial Fund
The Toronto Fitness Challenge
Toronto Professional Fire Fighters’ Association, Local 3888
Molly Towell Perinatal Research Foundation
Traders Jewellery Corp.
Transglobe Property Management Employees
Trench Limited Employees
Harold Warden Trude
Trudell Medical
Lap-Chee and Ellen Tsui
A tribute to Nicola Tullio
Stuart Turk
John and Carol Turner

Unique Fine Fabrics Import Inc.
United Friends
Urban Outdoor Trans Ad

Chip and Barbara Vallis
Fred Vallozzi
Jim and Cathy Varrin
Vaughan Fire Fighter Charity Car Wash
Vito Vessio

Ajay Virmani
The Visser Family
Dr. Nancy J. Vivian
Peter and Linda Volpatti
Owen Von Richter
The John and Ellie Voortman Charitable Foundation
Milan and Catherine Voticky

W
Nand Wadhwani
Carolyn Wagman
Peter Wahum
Wake Up Narcolepsy Inc.
The Walk to Axe Anaphylaxis
Elizabeth J. Walker
Ernie Ward
Emma Warecki Tribute Fund
Emerson Watson
Jaime Watt
Harry Webb Memorial Golf Tournament
R. Howard Webster Foundation
Dr. Fred Weinberg Fund
Baby Girl Weisfeld Fund
Well Ca Canada Inc.
Richard S. Wernham
Ted Weschler and Sheila McCarthy Weschler
Westdale Construction Co. Ltd.
The Susan Westmoreland Legacy Fund for Cancer in Pregnancy Research
Kenneth E. Westover
Wexford Collegiate Institute
Whitby International North Marathon
Bruce White
David M. White
James and Elaine White
Gilda A. Whyne
Widows Sons Masonic Riders Association
Greg Wiebe
David Wielinga Memorial Fund
In Honour of Lauren Taylor Wilson
William Ashley Ltd.
L. David and Aileen Wilkins
Trudy Wilson
Winter Classic Jamboree
Steven and Susan Wise and Family
Wish Upon A Star Fundraiser
Fern Wisebro'd
David and Carol Wishart
Mel and Pedie Wolfond
Chris H. Wong
Christopher M. Wood
A Tribute to Jennifer Woods
Noel C. Woodsford
Mike and Cheryl Wren
Jean Elizabeth Wright

X
XLTEK Employees

Y
The Sam Yakubowicz Family Foundation
Neil and Karen Yeatman
John and Mary-Kathleen Young

Z
Samir and Therese Zakher
Zechner Associates Inc.
John and Ingrid Zimnoch RE/MAX
Zoe Gottwald Golf Day
Zoe is a Rockstar
Alex and Charlene Zivojinovich
Stanley Zlotkin and Judith Wolfson
Bernard Zucker and Carole Herman-Zucker
Symon Zucker and Lisa Borsook
The Zurawski Family

Kristiina, through her estate, made a generous donation to SickKids in honour of her beloved daughter, Cecilia, who passed away. Inspired by the incredible research and care that takes place at SickKids, but recognizing the constant need for funding, she wanted to make a contribution that could do the most good for as many children as possible.

– Nina Clark, Friend and Executor of the Estate of Kristiina Fiorino

ESTATE GIVING
We would like to pay tribute to the following individuals who made a contribution through their estate between April 1, 2015 and March 31, 2016. Their legacy will make a lasting difference to the well-being of children.

Sarah Evelyn Ackrow
Arthur Agajanian
Christina Alain
Mary Allen
Margaret Ashford
Jean Atkins (aka Okey)
Milton Bailey
Edith Baker
Dorothy Ball
Alanna Barjarow
Paul Baron
Vicki Beckingham
The Benjamin Herbert Birstein Foundation
Ethel Bisset
Catherine Janet Blackburn
Theresa Bogucki
Dorothy Hannah Botterill
Joseph Boucher
Lavina Boughton
Elfriede Breschke
Bruce Bye
Clarence Callahan
Vera Campbell
Antonia Canjar
Ferruccio Capone
David Carver
Ronald Cash
Eleanor Gladys Chapman
Janet Allison Cleland
The James W. Cochrane Foundation
Andrew Gordon Colvin

Christina Cooper
Jean Covington
The Estate of James Douglas Crashley
Helen Crittenden
Marilyn Crompton
Mary Virtue Elizabeth Currie
Stephen Czuppon
Thomas Darling
Elena De Santis
Judith Harriet Peterson Duke
Estate of Jean Elder
Margaret Etches
Kristiina Fiorino
Ivanka Fortuna
Aurilla Bonnie Gates
Harry and Joyce Gibbard
James Ralph Gibson
George Gibson
Gloria Gillingham
Dorothy Gladwin
Sidney Gordon
Colette Graham
Anna Greenfield
Margaret Grosz
Anneliese Grueber
Agnes Guest
Robert Guest
The Edmund Gunn Foundation
Winnifred Haight
Ross Murray Hamilton Foundation
Ralph Harrison
The Frank Hay Foundation
Peter Richard Henderson
John Hider
Dorothy Hughes
The Irving & Molly Levins Foundation
Lee Owen Christopher Joseph Irwin
J.P. Bickell Foundation
Carol Jackson
James H. Rattray
James P. & Mary S. Phin Charitable Fund
John Ross Robertson Foundation
Syra Kamin
Nusrat Khan
Ethel Kimmerly
Keith C. Laking
Helen Laszlo
Laura Lee
The Margaret Jean Leppington Foundation
Delia Leung
Keith Lichty
Dorothy Linton
Norman Victor Luck
William MacDonald Bayes
Estelle Mahood
Stewart Mason
Francesca Mastrellia
Norma McAlpine
Ronald McArthur
Marjorie McCallum-Robinson
Luella McCleary
Elizabeth Anne McGibbon
Joan McKay
Norma J. McLean
Hazel McMillan
Donald McMurchy
Janet McQueston
Garton S. Miller
Patricia Milligan
John Herbert Milnes
In Honour of Frank Moscaritolo
Horst Werner Nehls
Anna Marie Newyniak
Gwendolyn Noel
John O’Brien
Joan O’Grady
The Avern Pardoe Foundation
Blair Parsons
Mary Ethel Pernette
Constance Peters
Peter Peters
Kenneth Phillips
June Pignolo
Harry Plant
Kazimiera Poczatek
Jivka Pouvkova
Sarah Pratchett
Trevor Prescott
Eleanor Presley
Allan R. Profit
Audrey Pye
John William Rainey
Edward Ratcliffe
James Regan
Helen Reid
Eugene Robertson
Vera Robinson
Franz J. Rosenbaum
Edna G. Rowe
The John A. Sanderson & Family Trust
Albert Shelson
George F. Siddorn
Muriel Ruth Smart
Audrey Smith
Doris M. Staffen
Charles Stopka
Isobel Elizabeth Stppard
Gertrude Beatrice Terry
Lilian Mary Thomas
Richard Thompson
Kenneth Toms
Raymond Totten
Margaret Turner
Dorothy Walker
Joseph Weisberg
Walter Thomas Wickes
Pearl Wilby
Dorothea Wiley
Florence Williams
Marjory Woodward
Isabel Wright
William Zambrick
Agnes Zatezalo

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this donor recognition. If an error has been made, please contact Stewardship and Donor Relations at 416-813-6166 or email donor.relations@sickkidsfoundation.com and we will correct it on our online donor listing.
About SickKids

Healthier Children. A Better World.™ is a vision everyone at SickKids shares. And it will continue to guide us as we look to the future of SickKids. By working together and with our partners in the community, we can lead transformational change that will improve the lives of children everywhere and create a better world for all of us.

sickkidsannualreport.ca